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Abstract
The breakdown of rf windows used in high-power klystrons is one of the most serious problems in
the development of klystrons. The dielectric breakdown strength of an alumina ceramic surface
depends on the secondary electron emission which is influenced by the electronic states of the
oxygen vacancy existing adjacent to the ceramic surface. In this report, the durability of several
dielectric materials used for rf windows is discussed in terms of secondary electron emission (SEE),
cathodoluminescence, and dielectric loss. High-power tests of these materials with TiN coatings,
thus having low SEE, were also carried out using a traveling wave resonant ring. The samples were
compared under the conditions of annealing and X-ray irradiation. The influences of annealing and
X-ray irradiation on the SEE coefficients and CL spectra were investigated. Energy distributions of
secondary electrons under high temperature were analyzed as well. The results show that alumina
ceramics are superior to sapphire and aluminum nitride. The original of breakdown was investigated
and the requirements for rf window materials presented.
1. Introduction
In rf accelerator systems, ceramic rf windows are generally used to separate the high vacuum of
such devices from atmospheric pressure. There are some basic requirements regarding the
properties of an rf window; (1) low rf dissipation, (2) low rf reflection, and (3) a vacuum-tight seal.
Pillbox rf windows are used for the output of S-band(2856MHz) pulsed klystrons(3.5 us, 30MW
peak)in the KEK linac. The window comprises a high-purity alumina ceramic disk (3.5mm thick,
92mm in diameter)and a pillbox housing. Breakdown of the alumina ceramics sometimes takes
place, thus creating punctures. It results in breaks of the vacuum seal or reflection of the rf power.
Several window materials (such as alumina and beryllia) were investigated at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center [2-41. It was concluded that alumina ceramics are superior to all of the other
materials examined.
Breakdown of alumina ceramic windows has also been studied at KEK [1,5-7]. The results are
summarized below.
(1) An optical emission (glow) from the window was observed during rf operation. It comprises a
luminescence caused by electron bombardment, since the glow has a similar spectrum to
alumina cathodoluminescence (CL) excited by electron beam irradiation.
(2) An observation of an electron multipactor effect (resonant multiplication of secondary emitted
electrons in the rf field) occurred on alumina surfaces with high SEE yields, which was
confirmed by noticeably decreased luminescence intensities when the window is coated with
thin films of low SEE yields (such as TiN).

(3) Bright spots of luminescence with a band at 410nm(due to F-center defects of oxygen
vacancies) were sometimes observed due to the multipactor effect, in which surface melting or
puncturing is found to occur. It is considered that the generation of F-center defects induced
surface melting.
(4) Two colored areas were often observed on the alumina ceramic disks after rf operation. These
colorings probably result from the electron multipactor effect. The degree of these colorings
and the surface melting depends on the material.
In order to prevent breakdown, it is necessary to select durable materials, as well as to suppress the
multipactor effect by coating TiN [8]. However, there are a wide variety of possible alumina
ceramics, depending on the manufacturing process. It is thus important to investigate the dielectric
properties of materials for practical use in more detail.
In this study, three kinds of alumina ceramics were examined. Sapphire and aluminum nitride
(AIN) were also studied for material comparison. These materials were investigated from the
standpoints of (1) electron multipactor evaluated by SEE yields, (2) F-center defects which can be
evaluated by cathodoluminescence(CL), (3) rf power dissipation estimated by dielectric loss tangent
(tan 6) and bulk resistivities. High power tests (maximum220MW) were carried out using the
resonant ring. In these tests the effects of TiN film coatings (2.5nm thick) on multipactor
suppression were also examined. From these results, the essential requirements for dielectric
materials to be used as rf windows, were presented. Effects of X-ray irradiation on optical
absorption coefficients and energy distributions of secondary electrons were also investigated.
2. Experimental
2.1 Dielectric material examined
The alumina ceramics studied were 99 0/o(UHA-99), 99.7%(HA-997), and 99.9%(XKP-999) pure
alumina. The published values of their physical properties are listed in Table 1; they depend on the
grain structures and sintering processes as well as the content purity of alumina. UHA-99 comprises
small grains with diameters of-I1 pm and have a highly dense structure [1] (compared to the other
ceramics which show spray-dried powders of 50 p m in diameter). HA-997 is specially sintered for
crystallizing additives of Si0 2 and MgO in order to reduce rf losses. XKP-999, though sintered
without additives, has a rather high porosity and the density is much lower than that of sapphire.
Sapphire (single crystal of alumina) includes neither grain boundaries nor additives. Aluminum
nitride(AIN) has a high thermal conductivity.
2.2 Secondary electron emission (SEE)
The SEE coefficients were measured using a single pulsed electron beam (I ms, 100pA) with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM)[5] in order to avoid any surface charging. Primary electrons
and secondary emitted electrons were collected by a biased (+40V) Faraday cup. The ratio of
secondary to primary current gives the SEE coefficient.
The SEE coefficient r measured for alumina ceramic(HA-997),sapphire and AIN disks are
shown in Fig. I as a function of the primary electron energy. The other alumina ceramics had
similar T values to that of HA-997, which were more than unity in the energy region to 20keV;this
indicates that multipactor is liable to occur at an rf transmission power of-30MW, when the
incident energy of multipactor electrons is'-lOkeV[9,10]. The -( of the sapphire was 4 at a primary
energy of 20keV, which was higher than those of any other material. The SEE coefficient r of the
AIN, on the contrary, was much smaller and <1.0 when the primary electron energy was> 5keV.
Multipactor would be liable to occur on all of the materials examined, except AIN.
2.3 Cathodoluminescence (CL)
The spectra of CL were observed using a SEM with a 5 and l0keV electron beam (20nA)[8]. The
2

CL spectrum of alumina ceramic (HA-997), sapphire and AIN are shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum of
HA-997 comprises broad bands at-300nm, which are attributed to the F-center of oxygen vacancies
11 I]. The peak at 694nm is caused by impurity levels of Cr 3+ (ruby) [5] . The CL spectra obtained
for the other alumina ceramics were similar to that of HA-997. The sapphire exhibited a
luminescence band not only at 300nm, but also at 410nm, which is due to the F-defect sites of
oxygen[l lJ,as described before. A major emission band near 360nm in CL spectrum of AIN (Figure
2(c)) should be due to the F-center nitrogen defects, which are suggested from UV absorption of the
F center in AIN [12J. From these results one can anticipate that alumina ceramics containing no F
defects would be durable for high power operation, which will be described later.
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these alumina ceramics were low(of the order of 10 4),which could be explained by the small
amounts of impurities or sintering additives in the grain boundaries[14]. This would result in a
dissipation power of 0.6W at an rf power of 8 kW average(2856MHz, 200MW, 2 /s, 20pps).
Sapphire has a very low tan 6 value, which is due to being a single crystal[14]. The relatively high
tan 6 value of XKP-999 is probably caused by its porosity[15], since the pores weaken the binding
of crystalline phase and will facilitate mechanical vibration under an applied rf electric field[161.
Under an rf operation at a peak power of 200MW, the electric field of-8kV/mm is applied at the
center of the rf window disk. The ceramics with high porosity have a lower dielectric strength due
to local field enhancement effect around pores [14] and it is considered that such ceramics easily
induce an electric avalanche.
The tan 6 of AIN was larger by 40 X than that of
other materials, thus causing dissipation power of
24W at a transmission power of 8kW average.
Because of this large dielectric loss, the AIN will have
much thermal stress, even though its thermal
conductivity is 10 X larger than that of alumina.
The dielectric bulk resistivities, which are mainly
affected by ions, electrons or impurities in grain
boundaries [14] decrease by several orders of
magnitude at high temperatures. They seem to be
important because a surface can be heated by
multipactor or by rf dissipation. The very large bulk
resistivities(>10' 4 Qcm) were measured using guard
Figure 3.
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,ph
Pkotu
ring electrodes[8] which guards the main electrode
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from surface leakage current. The bulk resistivities of alumina ceramics were >1 X 10' 5 Qcm.
Especially, the larger resistivity observed for ions or electrons in the grain boundaries. AIN which
has rather low bulk resistivity together with high tan 6 value, does not seem to be good for highpower rf window material.
Physical and dielectric properties of test materiala.
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3.1 High-power tests by resonant ring
High-power tests of rf window disks whose surface were coated with 2.5nm thick TiN over 75%
of their area, were performed using the resonant ring [5,61. It is expected that multipactor effect on
the dielectric surface can be observed by comparing luminescence intensities. The dielectric disk
was fixed in the pillbox housing by an aluminum helicoflex (shrunk in periphery without brazing),
which is used in the KEK linac waveguide system [1]. With such vacuum seal, even materials
which are rather difficult to metalize due to their high purity, could be examined, In the resonant
ring, the rf output power from a pulsed klystron (30MW, 2856MHz, 2 M, 20pps or 50pps) was
transmitted through an input directional coupler and resonated in the ring[1 7]. An rf window could
4

be examined at a maximum power of 220MW in this experiment. The base pressure was-10Pa
after a bakeout, and the pressure was kept <10 6Pa during rf operation.
The results are summarized in Table 2. Alumina ceramics of UHA-99 and HA-997 were superior
to sapphire and AN. Cracks were produced on the alumina ceramic with high tan 6 (XKP-999).
Table 2. Results of high powqt tests.
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3.2 Alumina ceramic
The luminescence pattern from the alumina ceramic
window during rf operation is shown in Fig. 4. It has been
confirmed that the multipactor took place at locations
where the ceramic was uncoated with TiN(upper left).
3.2.1 XKP-999
The luminescence spectra shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) were
measured during rf operation at a power of 1.5MW before
and after high power operation above 100MW, respectively.
F-center defects of oxygen vacancies, showing a
luminescence band at 410nm, were found to be generated.
Colorings, as described before, were also observed at the
uncoated area. Those probably result from excess heating
due to its high tan 6 value, which will be discussed later.
The cracks and punctures on the center of the disk, where
the electric field was maximal, were generated during rf
operation at 144MW(Fig. 6). This may be related to the
high porosity of the ceramic as described before.

uncoated area

rectangular
waveguide

TiN coating

ceramic disk

(72 .1x34 mm)
Fgure k.
Lnse
siecaused by mneftip~ctor on the alu(XKP-M). The line in the pknoio
graph is A rot•ta.laz waVetSgdc,

3.2.2 UHA-99
After operation above IO0MW, that band at 410nm appeared in the luminescence spectrum.
Colorings were also observed on the uncoated area.
3.2.3 HA-997
Although the multipactor took place on the uncoated area, no defects contributing to the
luminescence band at 41 Onm appeared during rf operation, and no colorings were observed.
3.3 Sapphire
Bright spots appeared on the uncoated surface when operated at 50MW. The microscopic
observation after high power tests showed surface melting of these spots [18] and thermal etching
on the uncoated area[18], which indicate that excess heating took place, probably due to a
multipactor on the surface having high SEE yields.
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3.4 AIN
The multipactor also occurred on AIN to -10MW

corresponding to -3keV of incident energy of the
multipactor electrons [9.10]. Under 35 MW operation,
an A] segregated groove parallel to the rf electric field
appeared at the center of the disk. After that, the A[N
disk could not transmit an rf power higher than 30kW.
Excess heating due to the low bulk resistivity and the
high tan 6 value seemed to result in a breakdown at
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Figure 61.4
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4. Annealing effects
The annealing process affects the alumina ceramic properties concerning the trapped or stored
charges in the vacancies. It is interesting to know the annealing effects on the SEE coefficients and
CL, since the secondary electrons generated by primary injected electrons may be trapped or
scattered at such defects as vacancies before they escape to a vacuum.The micro structures of an
alumina ceramic surface before and after annealing up to 1500CC in air are shown in Fig, 7. It is
observed that after annealing the boundaries of an alumina grains appear clearly, caused by the
evaporation of sintering additives [20].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7 Grain structures of alumina ceramics. As-received (above) and annealed (below) samples
are shown. (a) HA-997 polished, (b) KP-990, and (c) UHA-99.

6

The SEE coefficients measured before and after annealing are listed in Table 3. Before annealing
it is found that the SEE coefficients depend on the alumina content ; the higher the content, the
higher the coefficients. Although HA-997 has higher values of the SEE coefficients, it shows a
higher breakdown strength [191. The breakdown phenomena, especially in the thermal process, is
therefore strongly related to the oxygen vacancy rather then the SEE coefficients. After annealing,
an increase in the SEE coefficients is observed, especially for ceramics having a lower alumina
content. The ceramics with high alumina contents, such as KP-990, RA-997, XFA-40 and sapphire,
originally having high SEE coefficients, do not show any substantial increase upon annealing.
Table 3 SEE values with incident energy (Ep=l keV) of alumina samples with as-received and
annealed.
UHA-99

XFA.40

Sappire

HA.92

HA-95

HA-997

KP-95

KP-990

A-rectived

6.7

6.4

9.9

7.5

10.2

7.3

9.6

10.0

Annealed

7.7

8&6

9.7

9.5

10.1

10.4

10.2

9.8

Some possible mechanisms for the increase in the SEE coefficients by annealing can be
considered: (1) in-air annealing recovers the oxygen vacancies or relaxes the surface residual stress,
thus reducing trapping sites; (2) annealing causes a charge transfer, then neutralizes the localized
potential at point defects of F-centers, as well as at other defects, such as dislocations; and (3)
sintering additives, such as SiO 2 and MgO, which should absorb secondary electrons, have been
evaporated by annealing. Mechanism (3) seems to be the most possible, since evaporation of the
additives was observed on the ceramic surface, as described above. A ceramic having a lower
content has sufficient additives for supplying to the surface; thus, the SEE coefficients are
considered not to reach as a value as those of high-purity ceramics.
The intensity of the F+-, F-center and Cr3 peak measured for samples before and after annealing
are listed in Table 4. Only sapphire has F+- and F-centers originally. Most of the ceramics show a
decrease in the CL intensity contributing to the F+-center after annealing, while the intensity
contributing to CrP does not decrease for all of the ceramic samples.The former indicates a
recovery of the oxygen vacancy, or otherwise the conversion of F+-to F-centers as a change transfer
[21], though no peaks contributing to the F-center were observed under this irradiation condition.
The ceramics of UHA-99 and KP-990, comprising smaller alumina grains and having a high
flexural strength, did not show a decrease, suggesting that the annealing is not sufficient for such
dense ceramics to relax the electronic state in the trapping site. Also, for sapphire it is confirmed
that annealing the intensity contributing to the Ft-center decreases and the F-center peak disappears
f22].
Table 4 Intensity of F*(F) center and Cr 31 peaks in CL spectra; in [arbitrary units] and absorption
ratio (400 nm):in [%] of alumina ceramics with as -received, annealed and X-ray irradiated.
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5. X-ray irradiation effects
The X-ray irradiation of dielectric material leads to the formation of color centers. This induces a
7

modification of electronic states in the vacancies. Upon performing X-ray irradiation on ceramic
samples, a brown coloring was observed. Fig. 8 shows the optical-absorption coefficients measured
for UHA-99 and HA-997 before and after irradiation, together with that of an irradiated sample
followed by annealing. The increase in the coefficients of HA-997 is smaller than that of UHA-99,
indicating fewer defects. It was also found that the degree of coloring does not depend on the
alumina purity, but does depend on the manufacturing process (such as HA, KP and XFA), as listed
in Table 4. The coloring by X-ray irradiation vanished upon annealing. The electronic states having
been excited are, therefore, relaxed by thermal activation.
The CL measurement shows
U
_0197
neither an additional peak as an
UHA-991
F-center nor a new band for all
6(
of the ceramics. The X-ray
irradiation does not create a
4C
new defect which contributes to
2C
2
..
The
luminescence.
alumina
[nm]
C
I,
intensity of the F÷-center and
samples
Cr3 + peak measured for

J(

before and after X-ray irradiation
Fig. 8 Optical absorption coeeficients. The samples were
are listed in Table 4. A decrease
annealed after X-ray irradiated.
in the intensity contributing to the
F+-center is observed for most of the ceramics. However, it is difficult to estimate the changes in the
F+-center densities, since the luminescence should be absorbed by coloring.
No change in the SEE coefficients before and after X-ray irradiation was observed as far as the
X-ray source used here is concerned.
6. Energy distributions of secondary electrons under high temperature
Secondary electron energy distribution provides information to discuss secondary electron
emission mechanism and hence difference of SEE coefficient with samples. Energies of secondary
electrons of an alumina sample excited by 1500 eV primary electrons were analyzed by a double
pass Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer (CMA, PHI 15-255G ; its resolution AE/E = 0.007, thusAE =
0.175 eV for the pass energy E=25 eV). The alumina sample used was HA-997, and the samples
was heated up to about 400 r in vacuum by electron back bombardment. Distributions of SEE
under room temperature and 400 'C were compared.
Figure 9 shows energy spectra of secondary electrons measured under room temperature and
406 'C. The pressure in the chamber during heating the samples and analyzing electron energies
was in 5X]0-6 Pa. The comparison reveals that at higher temperature the peak of the spectrum in
creases and shifts to the higher energy. According to the mechanism of secondary electron yield in
insulators based on the interaction with lattice vibrations the yield and the average energy loss
suffered by the secondary per collision decrease with raising temperature [23]. The result shown in
Fig. 9 seems to be consistent with the theory in the peak position, while the temperature dependence
of intensity exhibits reverse relationship. The surface condition of the sample is one of causes to
dominate secondary electron yield. The sample surface was covered with hydro-carbon
contaminants layer as shown in Fig. 10. It should, therefore, be noticed that to discuss the secondary
electron yield preparation of clean surface is required.
Figure 9 also shows that the value of full width at half maximum (FWHM) may be estimated as
about 5 eV. For metal, silver for example, the value is about 20 eV [24]. The value of FWHM
obtained from Fig. 9 may reflect the secondary electron emission characteristic of insulators [25].
Energy spectra of elastic reflected electrons are shown in Fig. 11. Two peaks are precisely coincide
with each other, and the peaks locate at the energy position equal to the incident electron energy
8

(1500 eV). These spectra illustrate that charging effect due to electron bombardment is almost same
under the present heating condition.
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7. Coaclusion and discussion
From the CL spectra after high-power tests, it was confirmed that F-center defects (pre-existing or
generated during rf operation) lead to surface melting. The susceptibility to F-center generation
depends on the materials and the operation condition. The defects seem to be produced on materials
with high porosity (XKP-999),or around which multipactor took place(uncoated area of UHA-99).
On the contrary, no F-center defects were generated on alumina ceramics with low tan 6 (HA,997),
which is probably due to the suppression of excess heating.
It was reported that F-center defects are introduced by heating under a reducing atmosphere [26].
It is thus considered that excess heating due to the multipactor or localized rf dissipation results in
the production of the F-center defects. Defect generation of the F center should be prevented as well
as selecting the materials without pre-existing F-center defects. It can be accomplished by using
materials having low tan 6(low porosity) in order to avoid any localized heating and by thin-film
coating in order to suppress the multipactor.
Lee et al. indicated that excited electrons in F centers are abLe to contribute to electric conduction
[27]. If electrons trapped in F-center defects are excited by electron irradiation (such as multipactor
bombardment), it would be expected that localized ohmic losses due to excited electrons take place
9

under an rf electric field, which would enhance F center generation. Such a 'runaway' phenomenon
probably causes surface melting or dielectric breakdown.
8. Summary of this interim report
The SEE yields, CL spectra, tan 5 and bulk resistivities of dielectric disks were measured. Highpower tests were performed using a traveling wave resonant ring in order to examine the breakdown
of the disks.
It was found that excess heating due to multipactor bombardment or localized rf dissipation at
pores, probably causes F center generation. This might enhance localized beating and results in
surface melting or a dielectric breakdown.
It is concluded that alumina ceramics with a low tan 6 have a good feasibility for high-power
operation, though they must be coated with TiN films in order to suppress the multipactor.
The SEE coefficients are found to depend on the alumina content: the higher the content, the larger
the coefficients.
An in-air annealing treatment up to 1500rC is ascertained to dissolve colouring. In the CL spectra,
the intensity contributing to the Fe-center decreases for most of the ceramics upon annealing. Based
on these results, the annealing possibly causes a charge transfer between the oxygen vacancies. An
increase in the SEE coefficients was observed for ceramics having a lower alumina content.
Evaporation of the sintering additives which absorb the secondary electrons is one of the possible
mechanisms of this phenomenon.
The X-ray irradiation effects in this study were found to be as follow: (I) colouring, (2) a change
in the optical-absorption coefficient, (3) no change in the SEE coefficients, and (4) a decrease in the
CL intensity contributing to the F÷-center. It is difficult to estimate effect (4), since the luminescence
should be absorbed by effects (1) and (2).
Analysis of secondary electron energies revealed that secondary electrons emitted at higher
temperature have higher energies than those at room temperature.
9. Further experiments
As an interim report previously published findings have been summarized and some experimental
results have been described as well. These are the first step to obtain the measure to select insulating
materials for high power use. We are, therefore, planning to pursue the following experiments.
1. Measurements of temperature dependence of secondary electron emission coeeficient.
2. Secondary electron emission measurements under highly stressed conditions.
3. Canvassing materials whose emitted electrons have low emission energy.
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Summary
Secondary electron emission (SEE) coefficient of sapphire and Si and energy distributions of
secondary electrons from aluminas were measured under high temperature at about 400 'C. These
measurements intended to establish measurement systems of SEE coefficient and energy analysis of
secondary electrons under high temperature conditions. Sample stages of scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS) were modified to enable a sample
to heat upto a temperature. SEE coefficients were measured by the modified SEM with pulsed
electron beam. The modified XPS system was used to analyze energies of secondary electrons.
Results can be summarized as follows;
i. The SEE coefficients of silicon and sapphire could be measured under room and high
temperature.
2. In relative high temperature (200 C), an appreciable reduction in the SEE coefficient was
confirmed for both silicon and sapphire.
3. Position dependence (not only temperature dependence) of the SEE coefficient was
observed in sapphire.
4. The peak of energy distribution for secondary electrons was in about 8 eV, and the width
spreaded over about 3.4 eV. The temperature rise caused decrease of energy about 0.7 eV,
and did not affect the spread.
5. The peak height of the distribution decreased with temperature.
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1. Introduction
Klystrons, the high power microwave generator, are used for particle acceleration energy
sources in the high energy accelerator. In the klystron, there is a rf window which made of an
insulator. Surface flashover along the surface of rf window insulator is a present problem in the
klystron applications for high power use. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the surface
flashover phenomena and thus improve transmission capability of high power microwave [1,2].
The important points in the breakdown mechanism along the rf window insulator are
multiplication of secondary electrons emitted from the insulator surface and the temperature rise
caused by microwaves which pass through the insulator. In the previous interim report, SEE, CL,
effect of X-ray irradiation, and tentative results of SEE energy distribution were reported [3]. These
results, however, were measured under room temperature condition except the last one. An rfwindow of a klystron under operation may be heated by loss caused by the microwave transmission.
Therefore, study of temperature effect on secondary electron emission (SEE) characteristic is
required to understand the breakdown process in the rf window.
Some theories have proposed to explain the SEE characteristic under high temperature
conditions [4,5,6,7]. However, there are still only few data of the SEE under high temperature
conditions, especially for technical material. This study aims to measure the SEE coefficient under
high temperature conditions of technical materials insulators, such as alumina. At present, the
samples measured were silicon and sapphire. The measurement of silicon was carried out because
of two reasons; (a) the electronic state of silicon looks like that of insulator, (b) there is no charge
up on this sample surface when an electron beam is injected. Therefore, the silicon is a good sample
to practice measurement skill at beginning of this study. The SEE coefficient of alumina will be
measured in the next experiments.
This time our experimental systems have been modified to enable measurements under high
temperature conditions. In this interim report, firstly experimental systems prepared for the SEE
coefficient measurements and secondary electron energy distribution analysis system under high
temperature conditions have been described, then temperature dependence of the SEE coefficient
and secondary electron energy distributions have been reported and discussed, and finally results
have been summarized.
2. Experimental
2-1 SEE measurement system and sample heating unit
In this study, the secondary electron emission coefficients ( 6 ) were measured under room and
high temperature conditions by using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). A heater circuit was
used to observe SEE coefficients (6) under high temperature conditions. Measurements of SEE
coefficients could be carried out by two methods: (i) measuring the absorption currents, or (ii)
measuring the secondary electron currents.
Schematic diagram of the absorption current measurement method is shown in Fig. l. The
absorption currents were measured by applying a negative bias voltage to insure that the secondary
electron emissions were not absorbed into the sample. In order to measure primary currents, a
13

faraday cup was installed on the sample holder. A sapphire insulator (0.3 mm thickness) was used
to prevent currents flowing to ground. Fig. 2 shows photograph of sample holder used in this
experiment.
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Fig. 1 Schematc diagram of absorption
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method is shown in Fig. 3.
Schematic diagram of the secondary electron current measurement
The secondar electron currents were measured using faraday cup instaled above the sample. A
positive bias voltage was applied to the faraday cup to ensure all of the secondary electrons were
measured (switch S was ON"). A negative bias voltage was applied to the sample holder to insure
that the secondary electron emissions were not absorbed into th sample.
2-2 Sample and procedure
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Samples used in this experiment were silicon (semiconductor), sapphire and alumina KP990
(insulator). For silicon sample, the primary current was one shot pulsed electron beam with 400 pA
amplitude for I ms duration. There is no charge up on the silicon sample, so the measurements of
SEE coefficient ( 6 )can be carried out at the same site of the sample.
The insulator samples were annealed at 1400CC in air for 4 hours before measurements. This
annealing process affects the insulator properties concerning the trapped or stored charges in the
vacancies [2].
The primary current used for the insulator samples was one shot pulsed electron beam with
100 pA amplitude for I ms duration. For insulator, only once measurement at one site of the sample
was carried out. Then, the insulator sample was traveled to the next measurement site by moving 2
mm for x direction and or I mm for y direction, as shown in Fig. 4. This procedure reduces the
influence of surface charging on the measurements.
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Fig. 5 SEE coefcient ( 65)of silicon.

Fig. 4 Positions of measurement sites for
sapphire.

2-3 Energy distribution measurement system
Energy distributions of secondary electrons from samples were analyzed by an XPS/AES
system. Schematic diagram of electron energy measurement with sample heating circuit is shown in
Fig. 6. A cylindrical mirror analyzes (CMA; PHI 15-255G, energy resolution zE=0.15 eV) with a
coaxial electron gun is used. Primary electrons (Acceleration voltage:1500 V, current:2 ,t.A) from
the coaxial gun excite sample surface to emit secondary electrons. Then energies of emitted
secondary electrons are analyzed by CMA operated under the XPS mode. The picture of the total
system is shown in Fig. 7.
A W-Re heater mounted behind the sample holder heated the sample. Electron bombardment
heating using thermionic emission from the heater is possible as well. The maximum temperature
achieved was about 400 'C, and the pressure of the vacuum chamber was in 10"' Pa orders. A
picture of the sample holder is shown in Fig. 8. The detail of the sample holder part is shown in Fig.
9. In this system primary electrons impinge on the sample surface continuously, then it is inevitable
to suffer some influences on the energy distribution from surface charging. Even so, some valuable
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information may be obtained, since auger electron

spectroscopy
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2-4 Measurement procedure
Measurements were carried out under the following procedure
1. A test sample was set in the vacuum chamber under the pressure of 2X I 07 Pa, then it was
tilted to 300 and located at the analyzing point.
2. The coaxial gun was switched on to emit primary electrons, and the primary electron current
was measured at the hole made in the sample holder shown in Fig. 9.
3. The sample holder was moved to permit electrons to irradiate the sample surface.
4. CMA under the XPS-mode analyzed energy of emitted electrons.
5. After the energy analysis we started to heat the sample to about 400 'C.
6. When the sample temperature reached the desired temperature, energy analysis of secondary
electrons was carried out again by the same way as that in room temperature.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 SEE coefficients of silicon
Measurements of SEE coefficients (6) of silicon sample were carried out by using the
absorption current method under room and relative high temperature (200,C). Results of the
measurements are shown in Fig. 5. The peak of the SEE coefficient curve could not be measured,
because measurement of SEE coefficient using the SEM at low primary energy was very difficult.
At 200rC, the SEE coefficients of silicon are lower than that room temperature condition. The
decrease of SEE coefficient of silicon at higher temperature is caused by the increased interaction
between the internal secondary electron and the augmented density of free electrons in the
conduction band [6].
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Fig. II SEE coefficient of sapphire (sample B).

3-2 SEE coefficients of sapphire
The SEE coefficients of sapphire (sample A) under room temperature and 2001C are shown in
Fig. 10. At 200'C, the SEE coefficients of sapphire are lower than that obtained under room
temperature condition. Fig. I I shows SEE coefficients of another sapphire sample (sample B) under
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room temperature and 5001C. For the sample B of sapphire, the SEE coefficient data have high
standard deviation. It shows position dependence possibility of the SEE coefficient.
At present, there are still only few theories of the SEE under high temperature conditions,
especially for insulator material. However according to empirical data and references, it is
considered that the decrease of SEE coefficients of sapphire when temperature increases may be
caused by phonons and electrons scattering in the bulk before escaping from the surface. Therefore,
under high temperature conditions, the secondary electron emitted to the surface is less than that of
in room temperature.
The SEE coefficients of sapphire in Fig. 10 and Fig. I I are larger than those of silicon shown
in Fig. 5. This difference may be ascribed primarily to two sources; those are (a) the energy required
for a free electron to escape from the solid, (b) the rate of energy loss of internal secondaries as they
approach the surface [61. These two factors do not act independently, for, if the rate of energy loss is
high for all energies of the internal secondaries which lie between their initial energy and that
required for escape, the coefficient should be low. This represents the situation in semiconductor
where there are more electrons with which the secondaries can make allowable collisions involving
either large or small transfers of energy.
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Fig. 12 SEE coefficients of alumina KP990
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3-3 SEE coefficients of alumina
The SEE coefficients of alumina KP990 (Alumina purity : 99.5 %) under room temperature
measured by absorption and secondary current method is shown in Fig. 12. SEE coefficients of the
sample measured by both of the methods were almost same. The SEE coefficients of the sample
under high temperature conditions will be measured in the next experiments.
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3-4 Energy distribution
3-4-1 SEE energy distribution
Energy distributions of secondary electrons measured at room temperature (22 C) and high
temperature (429 'C) for alumina HA95 (Alumina purity : 95 %) are shown in Fig.13. At room
temperature energy at peak position locates at about 7.6 eV, and its full width at half maximum is
about 3.4 eV.
The peak height decreases with temperature. In addition the peak of the spectrum
lower energy side with temperature. In this case its shift is can be estimated as 0.7 eV.
of peak height with temperature is reasonable [ 4]. The rate of decrease, however, seems
since secondary electron yield 6 at 700 r- and 1.0 keV primary electron energy
90 % of the value at 25 *C for Mg single crystal [8].
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Fig. 13 Secondary electron energy distributions at room temperature and 429
(Sample:Alumina HA95)
Further measurements were carried out for another type of aluminas ; named KP95 (Alumina
purity : 95 %), and KP990. Results are shown in Fig. 14 for KP95 and Fig. 15 for KP990.
Both Fig.s show decrease of secondary electrons with temperature. Shift of spectrum to lower
energy side is significant for alumina KP990, while it is not obvious for alumina KP95. At room
temperature the peak of the energy distribution locates at the energy of 8.5 eV. This value is 0.9 eV
higher than that of HA95. This difference may come from not only intrinsic characteristics of
material but also many factors surface charging, surface contamination, etc.. The full width at half
maximum of the spectrum for KP990 at room temperature can be estimated as 3-3 eV. This value
almost coincides with that for 1-A95. Peak shift of the spectrum at high temperature for KP990 is
about 0.93 eV.
For KP95 the full width at half maximum could not be estimated, since the slope of lower side
of energy spectra were eliminated. This is because the lower limit of energy that the energy analyzer
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is capable to analyze energy is 5 eV. When the sample surface is positively charged, emitted
electrons decelerated to less than 5 eV can not be analyzed. To eliminate this defect in analyzer
behavior, it is effective to bias sample negatively. In the future experiment program we will prepare
a power supply to apply bias voltage.
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(Sample: Alumina KP95)
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Fig. 15 Electron energy distributions at room temperature and high temperature.
(Sample: Alumina KP990)
3-4-2 Elastic peak
Elastic peak was analyzed as well, since the energy of the elastically scattered electrons is
independent of surface charging. Example of elastic peak is shown in Fig. 16. This figure. compares
elastic peaks obtained for alumina HA95 at room temperature with that at high temperature. While
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shift of the peak is not found, intensity decreases at high temperature.
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Fig. 16 Elastic peak of scattered electrons.
(Sample: Alumina HA95)
Electron emission is very sensitive to surface conditions. Electron energy spectra shown in Fig.
13 to 16 are influenced surface conditions of samples. To canvass electron energy distribution, it is
to analyze surface condition of samples.
4. Conclusion
According to results of this study, it can be conclude that:
a. SEE coefficients of silicon and sapphire could be measured under room and high
temperature. SEE coefficients of alumina also were measured under room temperature by
absorption and secondary current method.
b. SEE coefficients of alumina KP990 measured by absorption and secondary current
method were almost same.
c. In relative high temperature (200'C), an appreciable reduction of SEE coefficient was
confirmed for both silicon and sapphire.
d. Position dependence possibility (not only temperature dependence) of SEE coefficient was
observed in sapphire (sample B).
e. Electron energy distribution showed that energies of emitted electrons are in about 8 eV at
room temperature and its full width at half maximum is in about 3.4 eV at room temprature. These
values are independent of samples measured.
f. At high temperature (about 430 tC) energies of emitted electrons decreases about 0.7 eV,
and the number of electrons decreased.
g. To canvass electron emission characteristics described above, it is necessary to analyze
surface condition, since sample surface conditions strongly influence on electron emission
characteristics.
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5. Further experiments planned
In the future, this study will be continued to:
a.
b.

Improve the sample holder in order to carry out more high temperature measurement.
Investigate the position dependence possibility of secondary electron emission (SEE)

coefficient of the insulators.
c. Carry out SEE coefficient measurements under room and high temperature conditions for
technical materials, such as alumina.
d. Analyze sample surface condition by for example XPS or AES, in conjunction with
electron energy distribution measurements.
e. Process sample surface in vacuum.
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Summary

Surface flashover along the rf window insulator of high-power klystrons is a
present problem in the their applications. In the mechanism of the surface
flashover, multiplication of secondary electrons emitted from the insulator
surface and the temperature rise caused by microwave passing through the
insulator often take place. Therefore, studies on secondary electron emission
(SEE)

characteristic

under high temperature condition are required

to

understand the breakdown process in the rf window insulator. In this
experiment the SEE coefficients of various alumina ceramics, sapphire, Si0 2
and MgO were measured under room and high temperature (up to 700,C)
conditions. The measurements were carried out using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with single pulsed electron beam of primary current (1 ms
duration, 100 pA). A reduction of SEE coefficients of the samples with
temperature rise was confirmed, except for sapphire. This reduction is
considered
temperature.

due to the larger phonon and electron
To

investigate

the realistic

SEE

with

scattering
surface

at high
charging,

measurements of SEE with double-pulses and two patterns of multi-pulse
series of primary electron current were also carried out. Then the waveforms
of the SEE pulses under room and high temperature were compared.
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1. Introduction
Klystrons, the high power microwave generator, are used for particle
acceleration energy sources in a high-energy accelerator. In the klystron, there
is an rf window which is made of an insulator. Flashover along the insulator
surface is a present problem in the klystron applications for high power use.
Therefore, it is necessary to understand the surface flashover phenomena in
order to improve transmission capability of the high power microwave

1)2)

The important points in the breakdown mechanism along the rf window
insulator are multiplication of secondary electrons emitted from the insulator
surface and temperature rise of the insulator, since the rf window of a klystron
under operation may be heated by energy loss caused by the microwave
transmission.

Therefore,

study

on

secondary

electron

emission

(SEE)

characteristic under high temperature condition is required to understand the
breakdown process in the rf window.
Some theories have been proposed to explain the temperature effect of
SEE

3-6)

However, there are still only few data of SEE under high temperature

condition, especially for technical material. This study aims to observe
secondary electrons emitted from technical insulator materials under room and
high temperature.

2. Experimental Setup
2.1. SEE measurement system
The measurements of SEE coefficients were carried out using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM). Sample stage of the SEM was modified to enable
a sample to heat up to 750 0C. Schematic diagram of the measurement system
is shown in Fig. 1. Single short-pulsed electron beam (1 ms, 100 pA) was used
as primary current to avoid surface charging on the insulator sample. The
primary current was measured using a Faraday cup installed on the heat
reflector set above the sample. The primary electron was irradiated to the
sample through a hole (about 2 mm of diameter) on the heat reflector. Then
25

the secondary electrons emitted from the sample were captured by the heat
reflector, which was coated with a diamond like carbon (DLC) film in order to
minimize the SEE from the reflector surface. A positive bias voltage (+40 V)
is applied to the reflector to ensure all of the secondary electrons were
captured.
To reduce the influence of surface charging, measurements by one shot
of primary electron beam irradiation at one site on the sample insulator
surface were is carried. Then, the sample was moved to the next measurement
site by about 2 mm for x direction and or about 1 mm for y direction.

Movable

I

-

4

He-t reflector

/I

A

sampleI

- Thermocouple
Heater

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the SEE coefficient measurement system.

2.2. Samples
Examined samples in this study were HA series (HA-92, HA-96, HA997) and KP series (KP-990, KP-999) of alumina ceramics, sapphire, Si0
MgO. Properties of the samples are listed in Table 1.
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2

and

Table 1 Properties of examined samples.

Material name
Alumina

Purity

Grain size (, m)

92 %

4

HA-960

96 % + HIP

4-5

HA-997

99.7 %

18

KP-990

99.5 %

2-3

KP-999

99.9 %

HA-92

Sapphire

Single crystal

SiO 2

Single crystal

MgO

Single crystal

-

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Secondary electron current waveform
For SEE measurement of insulator materials, even if a single shortpulsed electron beam with quite low charge density (3

g

C/m 2) was applied,

build-up of surface charging took place resulting a decrease of the secondary
current pulse. Fig. 2 shows the waveform of the secondary current (bottom
line). In the figure the rapid decrease in the SEE current corresponds to the
build-up of the surface charging. In that case, the secondary current is defined
at the maximum of the pulse.
3.2. SEE coefficients of alumina ceramics and sapphire
Alumina ceramics and sapphire disk (single crystal alumina) were
annealed up to 1400'C in air for 1 hour in oder to remove the mechanical
stress which affects their properties concerning the trapped or stored charges
in the vacancies 2)
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Fig. 2. Waveform of secondary electron current emitted from insulator
(bottom line).

The SEE coefficients (e3) of alumina ceramics were measured under
room temperature and 700°C.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the SEE coefficients of

HA series aluminas (HA-92, HA-960, HA-997) and KP series aluminas (KP990, KP-999), respectively. Although there is scattering of data, it is found
that the SEE coefficients of the samples under 7009C are lower than those
obtained under room temperature condition. At present, there are still only
few theories of the SEE under high temperature conditions, especially for
insulator materials. However there is a consideration that the decrease of SEE
coefficient of insulators at high temperature may be caused by the shorter
mean free path of the secondary electrons due to the larger phonon and
electron scattering in the bulk

3) 6)

Therefore, under high temperature

condition the number of secondary electrons approaching the surface are less
than those at room temperature.
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Dependence of maximum SEE coefficients on the purity of various
aluminas under room and high temperature is shown in Fig. 5. These data were
compiled from Fig. 3 and 4. It is confirmed that the SEE coefficients of
alumina contained lower purity are smaller than those of higher purity at both
room and high temperature conditions. These characteristics may be caused by
sintering additives, such as SiO

2

(see Fig. 8), which have small SEE

coefficients.
Fig. 6 shows the correlation between maximum SEE coefficients and the
grain size of alumina ceramics under room and high temperature. It is found a
trend that the SEE coefficients increase with the grain size of aluminas.
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The

SEE

coefficients

of sapphire disk were

measured

at

room

temperature and 7000 C. The measurement result is shown in Fig. 7. It is found
that at high temperature the SEE coefficients were larger than those at room
temperature. The increase of SEE coefficients at 7009C is not caused by the
surface modification but by the nature of the insulators, since the SEE
coefficients of this sample after cooling down are almost same as the previous
values at room temperature. This tendency is different from measurement
results for aluminas (Fig. 3 and 4) and the earlier work obtained, for MgO 4).
The defect transition from F+-center to F-center probably enhanced the
secondary electron creation because the F-center has a state near to the
conduction band, leading the easy electron emission. Although the escape
depth of secondary electrons decrease at high temperature due to an increase
of the phonon scattering, it is considered that the increase of the secondary
electron creation rate at high temperature is dominated in the SEE of the
sapphire disk. The excess surface heating due to multipactor would result in
higher SEE yields, and advance the multipactor.
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Fig. 7. SEE coefficients of sapphire.
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dow

3.3. SEE coefficients of SiO 2 and MgO
SiO 2

ceramics

2).

and MgO are usually used as sintering additives for alumina
Therefore it is necessary to measure the SEE coefficients of those

materials under high temperature condition. SiO 2 sample used in this study
was a disk with diameter of 19 mm and thickness of 1 mm. To remove
mechanical defects and surface charging, the SiO 2 sample was also annealed
in air up to 700°C for 1 hour before measurement. The SEE coefficients of
SiO 2 were measured at both room temperature and 400°C. Results are shown
in Fig. 8. From this figure, it is confirmed that the SEE coefficients of SiO 2
decrease with temperature rise, which can be interpreted by the smaller escape
depth due to phonon scattering at high temperature.
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Fig. 8. SEE coefficients of SiO 2.

Measurements of SEE coefficient of MgO disk (19 mm in diameter, 1
mm in thickness) were carried out at room temperature and 7009C. Before
measurements the MgO sample was annealed up to 14009C in air for 1 hour,
as well as for the alumina and SiO 2 samples. The measurement result is shown
in Fig. 9. At 700°C, the SEE coefficients of the MgO are lower than those at
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room temperature condition. This result agrees with the earlier work 4). The
decrease of the SEE coefficient is caused by the same reason as those for
alumina and SiO 2 samples.
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Fig. 9. SEE coefficients of MgO.
3.4. SEE with multi-pulse measurements
According to Fig. 2, the waveform of SEE current decrease caused by a
build-up of surface charging on the sample surface was observed. To
investigate the SEE characteristics with surface charging, SEE measurements
with double-pulses of primary current were carried out under room and high
temperature. Two pulses of primary currents (100 pA, 1 ms) with I keV
energy were applied with various rest time. Fig. 10 shows the waveform of the
first and second SEEs of alumina HA-997 for rest time duration 0.5, 3, and 10
ms, respectively. Relation between 6

2/6 1

and rest time duration at room

temperature and 700°C is shown in Fig. 11, where
coefficient of the first pulse and

6

2

6 1 denotes the SEE

denotes the SEE coefficient of the

second pulse. At room temperature peaks of the SEE current excited by second
pulses becomes higher with longer rest. However, at 7009C the peaks of the
second pulses are almost same as the first one. It indicates that there is surface
charging modification on the insulator when temperature becomes high.
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2 nd

pulse.

1.600

Measurements of SEE with two patterns of series of primary current
pulses were also carried out. The two patterns of the pulse series for surface
charging evaluation were used as shown in Fig. 12.
1. Pattern A, a series of 5 pulses with same rest time durations (1 ms).
2. Pattern B, a series of 4 pulses with longer rest time durations (1, 2, 4 ms).
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Fig. 12. Two patterns of series of primary current pulses used for multi-pulses
measurements.
SEEs of alumina KP-999 with multi-pulses primary

current were

measured. Fig. 13 shows the waveform of the SEE at room temperature and
700'C for pattern A and pattern B. Fig. 14 and 15 show SEE coefficients and
total emission charge calculated from each SEE pulse (Ims) for both patterns,
respectively. The results indicate that:
1. For pattern A at room temperature the SEE decrease with pulse series, and
total emission charges also decrease with pulse.
2. For pattern B at room temperature the SEE at the 4'h pulse is larger than
that at the

3 rd

pulse. It may be caused by the reluxation of surface

charging.
3. For patterns A and B at 700°C the SEEs do not change with pulse series. It
may be due to the higher surface electric conductivity at high temperature.
In addition, the total emission charges are larger than those at room
temperature, though the SEE coefficient is smaller. In the insulator
application this emission charge enhances field stress on its surface, and in
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4. Conclusion
a. SEE coefficients of various kinds of alumina ceramics, sapphire, SiO 2 , and
MgO could be measured under room temperature and up to 700'C.
b. A reduction of SEE coefficient of the samples under high temperature
condition was confirmed, except for sapphire. This reduction may be
caused by the shorter mean free path of the secondary electrons due to the
larger phonon and electron scattering at high temperature.
c. An increase of SEE coefficients at high temperature was observed for
sapphire sample. This may be due to the higher secondary electron creation
caused by the transition of the oxides defects from F+-center to F-center.
d. The SEE coefficients tend to increase with purity and grain size. This
tendency was found at both room and high temperature conditions.
e. At high temperature (700°C) the SEE waveform did not change with pulse
series. It may be due to the higher surface electric conductivity at high
temperature. In addition, the total emission charges were larger than those
of room temperature, though the SEE coefficient was smaller.

5. Future Work
Based

on the results

described

above

high

power

microwave

transmission test using the resonant ring is going to be conducted. The test
aims at comparing breakdown strength of kinds of alumina ceramics to
correlate secondary electron emission characteristics. In addition the effect of
insulator surface coating by thin films having lower secondary electron
emission coefficient, such as TiN will be also investigated.
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1. Introduction
Alumina ceramics are widely used as electrical insulators in many applications of
vacuum devices, such as klystron, because they have excellent characteristics as high
mechanical strength, high resistivity at high temperature, small microwave losses, and
few gas emissions. The klystrons are used as microwave sources to accelerate charged
particles in a high-energy accelerator. The alumina ceramics are used as an rf window
between the acceleration tube and the klystron to pass the microwave and to seal the
vacuum.
Requirement of high-power klystron currently increases because of demand of the
acceleration energy rise. One of the most serious problems for developing the highpower klystron is surface flashover along the alumina rf window [1]-[3]. The surface
flashovers also often occur in other high voltage vacuum devices. It is well recognized
that the flashover voltages on insulator surfaces are fairly lower than those of vacuum
gaps under the same length between two conductors, because the dielectric strength of
an insulator surface in vacuum is inferior to that of the insulator itself, and depends
upon many parameters [4H[6]. Therefore, the ability of an insulator to sustain high
voltage in vacuum is limited by the surface flashover, and improvement of the hold-off
voltage of the insulator surface is required to minimize the size of electrical equipment.
Many theories have been proposed to explain the surface flashover mechanism
along insulators [4]-[7]. The most generally accepted mechanism is "secondary
electron emission avalanche (SEEA)" model [6]. According to the model, the flashover
may be initiated by primary electrons emitted from the triple junction. Then these
primary electrons are accelerated and multiplied due to the high secondary electron
emission coefficient of insulators. Unfortunately, this multiplication of the secondary
electrons (multipactor) induces the excess surface heating, leading to the localized
surface melting. Therefore, studies on SEE coefficient of insulators under high
temperature condition are required to understand the surface flashover process.
Extensive studies on the secondary electron emission (SEE) have been carried out
since the 1902 by Austin and Starke [8], and are thoroughly studied by many
researchers until now. Many theories based on the studies have been proposed to
explain the SEE phenomena [8]-0. However, there are still few experimental data of
SEE under high temperature condition, especially for technical materials such as
alumina ceramics, etc. Therefore, more empirical data are needed to support theories
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and clarify the phenomena.
Objective of this study is to investigate secondary electrons emitted from several
kinds of commercial alumina ceramics for electrical insulation use in vacuum and
other ceramic materials such as sapphire (single crystal alumina), SiO 2 , and MgO. The
secondary electron emissions (SEE) were observed under room and high temperature
conditions. To suppress multipactor, TiN film having low SEE is sometimes coated on
the rf window. Influence of TiN film coatings on SEE coefficients of alumina ceramics
under room and high temperature conditions were also investigated. To evaluate the
durability, observations of the luminescence of some alumina rf window were carried
out by high power tests using a resonant ring.
It is also revealed that the SEE decreases with electron irradiation due to the
surface charging. The charging on the surface decreases with time. The time constant
should decrease at high temperature due to the higher electric conductivity of the
dielectric material. Thus, the excess heating results in the decrease on surface charging
leading to the effective increase in the total SEE, so that the evaluation of the surface
charging is important for understanding the electrical discharge. In order to understand
the surface charging, a multi-beam irradiation method is adopted and surface charging
of the commercial alumina ceramics is also summarized.

2. Experimental setup
2.1 SEE measurement system
SEE measurements were carried out using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
under room and high temperatures. Sample stage of the SEM was modified to enable a
sample to be heated up to 750'C [1 5].The vacuum pressure during the measurement is
around 104 Pa. Schematic diagram of the measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. Since
the long pulse irradiation (>10 ms) and/or large number of irradiation (>10) can induce
the serious charging on the surface, the primary beam of 100 pA, 1 ms with quite low
current density (3 1C/m 2) is adopted. The primary current is measured at the biased
(+40 V) Faraday cup made of graphite. The secondary current is captured by the biased
heat-reflector coated with DLC (diamond-like-carbon) film having low SEE yield.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of SEE measurement system.
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SEE measurements were carried using:
a. Single-pulse measurement to observe the SEE coefficient of the sample,
b. Multi-pulse measurement to observe surface charging characteristic.
For multi-pulse measurements, two patterns are examined as shown Fig. 2. Both
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patterns irradiate 4 or 5 pulses to a same point. Although the total irradiation charges
become 4 or 5 times larger than the standard pulsed-beam method, both SEE and
surface charging can be estimated. Pattern A is an irradiation with same intervals of 1
ms (Fig.2 (a)). The SEE at pattern A enables to evaluate the secondary electron supply.
If the larger decrease is observed with the consecutive pulses, the material has smaller
secondary electron supply. Pattern B is an irradiation with increasing intervals (Fig.2
(b)). The results are useful for the evaluation of the recovery time constant of the
surface charging. If the SEE at 4 th pulse is larger than the SEE at 3 rd pulse, it means
that the SEE recovers by the 4 ms interval corresponding to the typical recovery time
of 4 ms. A DAC board installed in PC triggers the primary injection of both patterns.
Since the multipactor takes place at less than 5 keV injection [51, the incident energy of
1 keV is utilized for the pattern A and B.
2.2 Examinedsamples
Samples are several kinds of commercial alumina ceramic disks (19 mm in
diameter) used as the electrical insulation in vacuum. Properties of the samples are
listed in Table 1. Single crystal alumina (sapphire) and single crystal MgO (the
common additives in the commercial alumina ceramics) are also measured. HA-997
are used for high-power rf window material and UHA-99 was used before. Both
ceramics are durable for the rf transmission [17]. On the other hand, the sapphire disk
showed a poor performance for the rf window application [17]. Alumina HA-960 is
specially sintered to make the boundary additives crystallized [16], which contributes
to reduction in the dielectric loss tangent to be as small as that of sapphire.
It is well known that ceramic materials may have trapped charges in their vacancies.
The trapped charges are not desired because they influence the secondary electron
emitted from the ceramic. Sato et. al. reported that the annealing treatment in
atmosphere at 1500°C for 1 hour is effective to remove the mechanical stress of
insulators which affects their properties concerning reduction of the trapped or stored
charges in the vacancies of alumina ceramics, especially for relative low purity alumina
(about 90%) [18]. Therefore, all of ceramic materials examined in this study were
annealed in atmosphere for 1 hour before measurements. Annealing temperature were
600°C for SiO 2 and 1400'C for other samples.
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Table 1. Mechanical and electrical properties of examined samples [16]

Purit
Sample

Alumina HA-92
HA-960

%

Specilc

Feua

gravity

s

Ig-cm-n

So

4.0

96i

KP-990

99.5

KP-999

9993.9

3.950

9

SSA-SI
100

MgO

32

3.9

52

3.9

330

4

420c

3.6

ain

Alumina HA-92

Crystallized grain

S~boundaries

9973.930

Sapphire

Remarks

3.6

92

HA-997

UHA-99

mg

e

Dense structure

Single crystal
Single crystal

Dielectric
S(10
GHz)

L
(10 Gmz

Volume resistivity

( 25t)

4

8.6

>10

HA-960

3

10.0

>10 2(25tC)

HA-997

1

9.95'

KP-990

4

KP-999

15

UHA-99

4

Sapphire

-

1E

>10(25rC)

9.7

3E4

>!0'(25r,)

9.9

9,

>10"•(25"C)

&

10.163

MgO

aAt 3.4 GHz.
bAt 8-9 GHz.
'C plane.
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2.3 TiN coating on alumina ceramics
Thin TiN films having low SEE coefficients are coated on alumina ceramic disk to
suppress multipactor. Depositions of TiN films on the disks were carried out at room
temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system whose chamber pressure was
maintained in 10-8 Pa orders. The films were formed by reactive direct current
magnetron sputtering in a mixture of N2 and Ar [19]. The sputtering was directed to a
target of 20 cm diameter high-purity Ti disk (>99.9%) without bias voltage application
on the alumina disk. Thickness of TiN film was observed using a crystal thickness
monitor which was calibrated by an interferometer. The deposition rate was about 0.5
nm per minute.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Incident energy dependence of SEE coefficient
The SEE coefficients of TiN-coated and non-coated alumina ceramics were
measured under room and high temperatures. The SEE coefficients were obtained from
ratio of the number of secondary to primary electrons. The measurement results for 2.5
nm TiN-coated and non-coated alumina KP-990 samples are shown in Fig. 3. The figure
shows relationship between the SEE coefficient and the energy of the incident primary
electrons under room and high temperatures.
The results confirmed that the SEE coefficient increases with primary energy for
low energies, then goes through a maximum value, and finally decreases for high
primary energies [8],[10]. At about 25°C the maximum value of SEE coefficient is
about 6.5 for the non-coated alumina KP-990, and becomes about 1.8 for the TiNcoated one. The values of SEE coefficient of the TiN-coated alumnina decrease up to less
then unity when the primary energy reaches 5 keV. Therefore, the TiN film coating
having low SEE coefficients on the alumina ceramics is expected to suppress
multipactor. Optimum thickness of TiN film coatings will be discussed in the next subsection.
At 650°C SEE coefficients of the TiN-coated and non-coated alumina ceramics are
lower than those obtained at room temperature. These results agree with the earlier
works for MgO [ 11] and TiN which was coated on [20]. The tendency was also found
for SiO 2 and other commercial alumina ceramics [21],[22]. At present, there are still
only few theories of the SEE under high temperature condition. However it is
considered that the decrease of SEE coefficient of insulators at high temperature may be
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caused by the shorter mean free path of the secondary electrons due to the larger phonon
and electron scattering in the bulk, affecting the shorter escape depth [9]-[12]. Therefore,
under high temperature condition the secondary electrons approaching the surface are
less than those at room temperature.
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Figure 3: SEE coefficients of 2.5 nm TiN-coated alumina KP-990 at room temperature
and 650'C.

3.2 Dependence of SEE coefficient on TiN film thickness
Dependence of SEE coefficients on thickness of the TiN film which are coated on
alumina HA-960 (96%), KP-990 (99.5%), KP-999 (99.9%), and sapphire (single crystal
alumina) were observed at 25°C and 650'C. Thickness of the TiN film coatings were 0,
0.5 nm, I nn, and 2.5 nm. Figure 4 and 5 summarize the relationship between the SEE
coefficient and the TiN film thickness obtained by the observation. The primary
energies were 1 keV.
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Figure 4: Relationship between TiN thickness and SEE coefficients of TiN-coated
alumina at room temperature and 650°C.
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Figure 5: Relationship between TiN thickness and SEE coefficients of TiN-coated
sapphire at room temperature and 650C.

According to the Fig. 4, SEE coefficients of the samples at 25°C decrease with TiN
thickness. Secondary electrons emitted from the TiN-coated alumina comprise those
generated in TiN films and those in alumina [19]. Decrease of secondary electron
number in TN-coated sample is influenced by the mean free path when the secondary
electrons are passing through TiN film layers 0. The mean free path is about 0.4-1 nm
for metal and 50-100 nr for insulator. Since the TiN films formed on the alumina disk
were conductive, the rapid decrease of SEE coefficients with film thickness as shown in
Fig. 4 can be explained by the very small value of mean free path of the film [19]. Same
as those of Fig. 3, the SEE coefficients decrease with temperature for all film thickness.
Increase of the SEE coefficients with temperature was observed for 0.5 nm TiNcoated and non-coated sapphires (Fig. 5). The increase of SEE coefficients of sapphire
were reported also by Michizono et. al. [20] and the previous report of this work [21].
This is probably due to the higher secondary electron creations caused by the defect
transition from F•-center to F-center in sapphire [20], since the F-center has a state near
to the conduction band, leading the easy electron emissions. Therefore, most of
secondary electron emissions of sapphire having 0.5 nm film thickness are probably
produced from the sapphire and the TiN layers, but dominated from the sapphire layer.
This possibility may take place not only in TiN-coated sapphire, but also in the TiNcoated aluminas.
Moreover, it is found that SEE coefficient values of I nm and 2.5 nm film thickness
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are almost same, but smaller than those of 0.5 nrm or less. However the alumina having
0.5 nm TiN thickness still has low SEE coefficients comparing to those of non-coated
alumina ceramics.
In practical design of insulation system, the TiN film coatings are made as thin as
possible because the conductivity and loss tangent of TiN film is high (bulk
conductivity is about 6x10 6 S/m) [201. Therefore, it is concluded that the 0.5-1 nrm is
the optimum thickness of TiN film for alumina rf window coatings to suppress
multipactor.
3.3 Dependence of SEE coefficient on purity andgrain size of aluminas
Figure 6 shows dependence of the SEE coefficients on the alumina purity (a) and
grain size (b) at 25°C and 650'C for HA and KP series alumina at primary energy of I
keV as a parameter of the TiN film thickness and temperature. Slightly increase of SEE
coefficients with purity is found for KP series (0.5 nm TiN) and HA series (0.25 rnm
TiN). However, it is difficult to find clearly the dependence of purity (i.e. 0.25 nim TiNcoated KP series) and grain size on SEE coefficients of the TiN-coated alumina. The
dependency of SEE coefficients of alumina on purity and grain size were founded for
non-coated alumina [21, 22]. This is because the SEE coefficient values of TiN-coated
alumina are much smaller than those of non-coated alumina and the variant of SEE
coefficient of the insulators is rather large.
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3.4 SEE obtainedby the multi-pulse injection
Figure 7 shows the obtained SEE of HA-960 at room temperature with pattern A
and B. In case of pattern A, the ratio of the SEE of the 5h pulse and Is' pulse
(ps/1-0.35) will become the typical index for the decrease on SEE. The recovery of the
SEE is observed at the 4 th pulse of the pattern B. The ratio of the SEE of the 4*5 pulse
and 3rd pulse (p413-1.7) can be the typical index of the recovery. Here the integrated
secondary currents in the pulse are used at calculation of the ratio of p5/1 and P4/3 SO as
to average SEE.
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Figure 7: Multi-pulse waveforms of "pattern A" and "pattern B"at room temperature.

Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence of the ratio (p511) at pattern A. It is
found that the higher the temperature becomes, the higher the ratio (p5/1), which
indicates that the supply of the secondary electrons increase due to the higher mobility
of the electrons at high temperature. Although the SEE becomes lower at high
temperature around 10% [21]-[23], the effective SEE increases due to the lower
charging at high temperature.
The ratio (Ps/i) at room temperature and 650'C are shown in Fig. 9. At room
temperature, sapphire is the lowest compared with the other samples, meaning that the
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electron supply is lowest. At 650'C, the ratios are around unity at the samples except
sapphire, which can be interpreted that the surface charging becomes less at high
temperature.
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Figure 8: Temperature dependence of the SEE ratio of 5 th pulse and Ist pulse (P5/I) of
HA-960.
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Figure 9: The SEE ratio of 5 th pulse and I" pulse (Ps/i) at room temperature (left) and
at 650'C (right).
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The ratio (p4/3) of the samples are shown in Fig. 10. The recovery of the SEE at
room temperature is larger at HA-960, SSA-S I and HA-997 and the tendency is not
explained by neither the purity nor the grain size. The ceramic structures and/or
production process will be important for the surface charging. The, P4/3 of around unity
of alumina ceramics at 650TC is owing to the lower surface charging, where the
recovery time constant is less than 4 ms. The sapphire's rather larger ratio results from
the recovery of SEE, which means that the time constant of the SEE recovery is around
4 ms at 650C. The strict difference between the sapphire and other commercial
ceramics are partly explained by the existence of the additives. MgO crystal shows the
rather lower surface charging as shown in Fig. 9 (a). The additives at the grain
boundary plays important role for the surface charging and its recovery. At high
temperature, it is confirmed that effective SEE increase due to the increase in the
secondary electron supply and the decrease in the recovery time.
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Figure 10: The SEE ratio of 4O pulse and 3 rd pulse (P4/3) at room temperature (left) and
at 650'C (right).
It is found that the sapphire sample shows the good electrical insulation. However,
such a high insulation will be harmful from the viewpoints of the pile-up of charging.
It will be better to decrease the surface charging because the accumulated charges will
be discharged at the threshold. The anti-multipactor coating such as TiN [24] will be
useful not only for the reduction of SEE but also the less surface charging. It is
considered that the material with rather higher recovery and higher secondary electron
stock (or discharge threshold) will be durable due to the higher threshold.
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3.5 High power tests by resonantring
High power test of rf window disks (alumina HA-997 and HA-960) were
performed using the resonant ring [ 11],[1 7]. The resonant ring can be operated up to 250
MW of peak power and 25 kW average (2 gt s, 50 pps).
Figure 11 shows photographs of the luminescence of alumina HA-997 due to
multipactor bombardment during rf operation at various peak powers. The
luminescence of alumina HA-997 seems normal and no F-center peak was observed in
the both spectra at 5 MW before and after 200 MW operation as shown in Fig. 12. The
abnormal luminescence may found for TiN-coated alumina HA-960 (Fig. 13) during rf
operation at peak power of 50 MW or more. Breakdown of this alumina rf window
occurred after 200 MW operation as shown in Fig. 14. Figure 15 shows that the peak
of F-center was found in the spectrum of the rf window at 5 MW before 200 MW
operation. The peak intensity of the F-center became larger after 200 MW operation.

Figure 11: Photographs of alumina HA-997 rf window taken during rf operation at
peak power of 5 MW, 50 MW, 200 MW, and 5MW after 200 MW operation.
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Figure 12: Luminescence spectra of alumina HA-997 rf window at 5 MW.

Figure 13: Photographs of alumina HA-960 rf window taken during rf operation at
peak power of 5 MW, 50 MW, 100 MW, and 150 MW.
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Figure 14: Photographs of alumina HA-960 rf window taken when breakdown
occurred after 200 MW operation (left), and taken during rf operation at peak power of
5 MW after breakdown.
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Figure 15: Luminescence spectra of alumina HA-960 rf window at 5 MW.

The results of this work are summarized in Table 2. It can be concluded that the
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alumina HA-997 shows the best performance, and that the alumina HA-960 is a good
candidate for new material of rf window because of the faster charging recovery and Fcenter free. The breakdown of alumina HA-960 rf window is probably caused by the
lower purity. However, this speculation should be confirmed by examining the same
HA-960 disk or an alumina HA-960 disk with HIP.
Table 2. Summarized of results
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4. Conclusion
a. SEE coefficients of several kinds of commercial alumina ceramics decrease with
temperature, but the values of the SEE coefficients are still high. To suppress
multipactor, TiN-coated aluminas were investigated. As results:
V SEE coefficients became low (nearly unity for TiN thickness of I nm or more).
V

For TiN thickness of 0.5 nm or less, the alumina layer may still plays
important role in generating the secondary electrons. Thus, 0.5-1 nm is the

V

optimum TiN thickness for rf window coating to suppress multipactor.
The SEE coefficients decrease with temperature for all film thickness, except

for sapphire.
b. Evaluation of the SEE and surface charging at high temperature by multi-pulse
measurement found that the effective SEE is higher than at room temperature
because the SEE supply is larger at high temperature. Moreover, the results show
that the sapphire indicates the best insulation performance but the accumulation of
the surface charging will induce the surface charging.
c. It is recommended that the criteria for durable material for rf window are as
follows.
- F-center free material
- Low charging material (charging free at >600°C)
- Highly pure material (>99%?)
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Summarized results

Summarized results
Summarized results obtained from this research are described below.
At the first step (First interim report -Review and preliminary work-), secondary
electron emission from an insulator, especially alumina was reviewed. The SEE yields, CL spectra,
tan 5and bulk resistivities of dielectric disks were measured. High-power tests were also performed
using a traveling wave resonant ring in order to examine the breakdown of the disks as a review and
a preliminary measurements.
It was found that excess heating due to multipactor bombardment or localized rf
dissipation at pores, probably causes F center generation. This might enhance localized
heating and results in surface melting or a dielectric breakdown. It is concluded that
alumina ceramics with a low tan 6 have a good feasibility for high-power operation, though
they must be coated with TiN films in order to suppress the multipactor. The SEE
coefficients are found to depend on the alumina content: the higher the content, the larger
the coefficients.
An in-air annealing treatment up to 15001C is ascertained to dissolve colouring. In the CL
spectra, the intensity contributing to the F+-center decreases for most of the ceramics upon
annealing. Based on these results, the annealing possibly causes a charge transfer between the
oxygen vacancies. An increase in the SEE coefficients was observed for ceramics having a lower
alumina content. Evaporation of the sintering additives which absorb the secondary electrons is one
of the possible mechanisms of this phenomenon.
The X-ray irradiation effects in this study were found to be as follow: (1) colouring, (2) a
change in the optical-absorption coefficient, (3) no change in the SEE coefficients, and (4) a
decrease in the CL intensity contributing to the F+-center. It is difficult to estimate effect (4), since
the luminescence should be absorbed by effects (1) and (2).
Analysis of secondary electron energies revealed that secondary electrons emitted at higher
temperature have higher energies than those at room temperature.
At the second step (Second interim report -Preliminary measurements of SEE under
high temperature condition-) preliminary measurements of SEE under high temperature
conditions were measured and energies of secondary electrons were analyzed. Results are
summarized as follows;
a. SEE coefficients of silicon and sapphire could be measured under room and high temperature.
SEE coefficients of alumina also were measured under room temperature by absorption and
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secondary current method.
b. SEE coefficients of alumina KP990 measured by absorption and secondary current method
were almost same.
c.

In relative high temperature (200r), an appreciable reduction of SEE coefficient was
confirmed for both silicon and sapphire.

d. Position dependence possibility (not only temperature dependence) of SEE coefficient was
observed in sapphire (sample B).
e.

Electron energy distribution showed that energies of emitted electrons are in about 8 eV at room
temperature and its full width at half maximum is in about 3.4 eV at room temprature. These
values are independent of samples measured.

f.

At high temperature (about 430 'C) energies of emitted electrons decreases about 0.7 eV,

and

the number of electrons decreased.
g. To canvass electron emission characteristics described above, it is necessary to analyze surface
condition,

since

sample

surface

conditions

strongly

influence

on electron

emission

characteristics.

At the third step (Third interim report -Measurements under high temperature and multi-pulse
technique-) SEE coefficients of various kinds of alumina ceramics, sapphire, Si0 2, and MgO were
measured under room temperature and up to 700'C. Results are summarized as follows;
a.

A reduction of SEE coefficient of the samples under high temperature condition was confirmed,
except for sapphire. This reduction may be caused by the shorter mean free path of the
secondary electrons due to the larger phonon and electron scattering at high temperature.

b.

An increase of SEE coefficients at high temperature was observed for sapphire sample. This
may be due to the higher secondary electron creation caused by the transition of the oxides
defects from F÷-center to F-center.

c. The SEE coefficients tend to increase with purity and grain size. This tendency was found at
both room and high temperature conditions.
d. At high temperature (7001C) the SEE waveform did not change with pulse series. It may be due
to the higher surface electric conductivity at high temperature. In addition, the total emission
charges were larger than those of room temperature, though the SEE coefficient was smaller.

At the fourth step (Fourth interim report -Multi-pulse measurements and high power test-)
effect of TiN coating on SEE coefficient was investigated and preliminary high power test was
carried out to compare microwave transmission capability with kinds of alumina materials. Results
are summarized as follows;
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a.

SEE coefficients of several kinds of commercial alumina ceramics decrease with temperature,
but the values of the SEE coefficients are still high. To suppress multipactor, TiN-coated
aluminas were investigated. As results:
1. SEE coefficients became low (nearly unity for TiN thickness of I nm or more).
2. For TiN thickness of 0.5 nm or less, the alumina layer may still plays important role in
generating the secondary electrons. Thus, 0.5-1 nm is the optimum TiN thickness for rf
window coating to suppress multipactor.
3. The SEE coefficients decrease with temperature for all film thickness, except for sapphire.

b. Evaluation of the SEE and surface charging at high temperature by multi-pulse measurement
found that the effective SEE is higher than at room temperature because the SEE supply is
larger at high temperature. Moreover, the results show that the sapphire indicates the best
insulation performance but the accumulation of the surface charging will induce the surface
charging.
c.

It is recommended that the criteria for durable material for rf window are as follows.
- F-center free material
- Low charging material (charging free at >600'C)
- Highly pure material (>99%?)
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Future work

Future work
As described in the previous section (Summarized results) some criteria for durable
material of rf window for high power use have been proposed by the results obtained from
this research. Those criteria are F-center free material, Low charging material (charging
free at > 6009C), and Highly pure material, which were derived from elemental experiments,
such as SEE measurements, microwave transmission tests, etc. Among these F-center may
play an important role in dominating breakdown strength. Problems are how to
manufacture F-center free alumina, how to find low charging material, how to sinter high
purity alumina etc.. To confirm that insulating materials selected on the basis of these
criteria have really higher transmission capability of microwave it is necessary to use
alumina prepared by various manufacturing processes. Therefore experiments using
alumina manufactured by the following processes can be proposed as a next collaborating
work;
a. aluminas made of very fine grain (nano-meter scale graines)
b. aluminas having crystallized grain boundary
c. aluminas sintered by different additives and procedures
Experiments to be planned by using those manufactured aluminas are;
a. comparing microwave transmission capability with manufacturing processes (in KEK)
b. measuring secondary electron emission coefficient under room and high temperature
conditions (in KEK)
c. analyzing cathodoluminescence spectra (in KEK and Saitama Univ)
This experiments provides information on defects, especially F-centers
d. analyzing secondary electrons energies in conjunction with XPS or AES surface
analysis (in Saitama Univ)
This analysis technique provides electronic band structure.
e. analyzing gas desorption stimulated by electron irradiation (in Saitama Univ)
Gas desorption is one of factors to initiate breakdowns. This measurement clarifies
gas emissivity at alumina surface irradiated by electrons.
f. analyzing surface condition by XPS and AES (in Saitama Univ)
g. measuring charging characteristics (in Saitama Univ and KEK)
Through these experiments it will be found that dependence of breakdown strength on
alumina grain size and sintering additives, and which manufacturing process provides lower
F-center creation.
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Abstract - Secondary electron emission (SEE)
coefficients of silicon, sapphire and alumina were
measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM)
with short-pulsed electron beam under room and
high temperature up to 600rC. An appreciable
reduction in the SEE coefficients with increasing
temperature was confirmed for silicon. For insulator
materials, although there was rather large scattering
of data, a reduction in the SEE coefficients with
increasing temperature was also confirmed.
1. Introduction
Klystrons, the high power microwave generator,
are used for particle acceleration energy sources in
the high-energy accelerator. In the klystron, there is
a rf window which made of an insulator. Surface
flashover along the rf window insulator is a present
problem in the klystron applications for high power
use. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the
surface flashover phenomena and thus improve
transmission capability of the high power
microwave [1,21.
The important points in the breakdown
mechanism along the rf window insulator are
multiplication of secondary electrons emitted from
the insulator surface and temperature rise of the
insulator, since a rf window of a klystron under
operation may be heated by energy loss caused by
the microwave transmission. Therefore, study of
temperature effect on secondary electron emission
(SEE) characteristic is required to understand the
breakdown process in the rf window,
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Some theories have been proposed to explain
the temperature effect of SEE [3-61. However, there
are still only few data of SEE under high
temperature condition, especially for technical
material. This study aims to measure the SEE
coefficients under room and high temperature
condition on technical material insulators used in
high power vacuum devices, such as alumina. The
samples measured in this study were silicon,
sapphire and alumina. The measurement of silicon
was carried out because of two reasons; (a) the
electronic state of silicon looks like that of insulator,
(b) there is no charge up on this sample surface
when an electron beam is injected. Therefore, the
silicon is a good sample to practice measurement
skill at beginning of this study.
2. Experimental
2-1. SEE measurement system and sample
h eating
sunid
heating unit
The SEE coefficients were measured by
scanning electron microscope (SEM) with pulsed
electron beam. Sample stage in vacuum chamber of
the SEM was modified by installing a heating unit
near the sample to enable measurements of SEE
coefficient under high temperature conditions.
Measurements of SEE coefficient were carried
out by two methods: (i) measuring the absorption
currents, or (ii) measuring the SEE currents.
Schematic diagram of the absorption current
measurement method is shown in Figure 1. The
absorption current is measured by applying a

negative bias voltage to ensure that the secondary
electron emissions were not absorbed into the
sample. In order to measure primary currents, a
faraday cup is installed on the sample holder. A
sapphire insulator (0.3 mm thickness) is used to
prevent currents flowing to ground.

from the reflector surface. A positive bias voltage is
applied to the faraday cup to ensure all of the
secondary electrons were measured (switch S is
ON). A negative bias voltage is applied to the
sample holder to ensure that the secondary electron
emissions were not absorbed into the sample.

Iprintery
sile

cover

2-2. Samples and procedure
Samples used in this experiment were silicon
wafer, sapphire and alumina. For silicon sample, the
"primary current is pulsed electron beam with 400
pA amplitude, 4 ms duration, and 50 Hz frequency.
there is no surface charging on the silicon
S_
sample, the measurements of SEE coefficients ( )
can be carried out at the same site of
the sample.
The insulator samples (sapphire and alumina)
were annealed at 1400cC in air for 1 hours before
measurements. This annealing process can remove
the mechanical stress of insulators and affects their
properties concerning the trapped or stored charges
in the vacancies 12].
The primary current used for the insulator
is one shot pulsed electron beam with 100
pA amplitude for 1 ms duration. Only once
measurement at one site of the sample is carried out
on the insulator surface. Then, the sample is
traveled to the next measurement site by moving 2
mm for x direction and or 1 mm for y direction, as
shown in Figure 3. This procedure reduces the
influence of surface charging in the measurements.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of SEE coefficient
measurements using the absorption current
method.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of SEE coefficient
measurements using the SEE current method.

Figure 3. Position of measurement
sites for insulators.

The measurements using SEE current method
are carried out by circuit modification of the
absorption current method. The SEE currents are
captured by a faraday cup installed on the heat
reflector set above the sample as shown in Figure 2.
The heat reflector was coated with a diamond like
carbon (DLC) film in order to minimize the SEE

-

3. Results and discussion
3-1. SEE coefficients of semiconductor
Measurements of SEE coefficient ( r ) of
silicon (semiconductor) were carried out by the
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absorption current method at room temperature and
200tC. Results of the measurements are shown in
Figure.4.
At 200t2, the SEE coefficients of silicon are
lower than that of room temperature condition. The
decrease of SEE coefficient of silicon may be
caused by the shorter mean free path of the
secondary electrons at high temperature due to
the larger phonon and electron scattering in the
bulk before escaping from the surface.
Therefore, under high temperature condition, the
secondary electrons approaching the surface is less
than that of in room temperature.

3-3. SEE coefficients of insulator
Even one shot pulsed electron beams were
build-up of surface charging took place
resulting a decrease of the secondary current pulse
for insulator measurement, as shown in Figure 6. In
that case, the secondary current is defined at the
maximum of the pulse.

,applied,

1.5

absorption current and SEE current method is
shown in Figure 5. According to the Figure 5, SEE
coefficients of the sample measured by both of the
methods were almost same.
Measurements of SEE coefficient by using the
absorption current method could not be carried out
under the higher temperature (>>200r,) because a
leakage current problem along the sapphire surface
below the sample holder arose. To avoid the lakage
current problem, therefore, the SEE current method
is selected to measure the SEE coefficients under
high temperature, such as 600'C.
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Figure 4. SEE coefficients of silicon measured
by the absorption current method.
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Figure 6. SEE current pulse waveform of
insulator. Pulse width of 1 ms, primary electron
current of about 100 pA are utilized. The rapid
decrease in the SEE current corresponds to the
build-up of the surface charging.
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Figure 5. SEE coefficients of alumina KP-990
measured by the absorption and SEE current
method at room temperature.
3-2. Comparison of SEE coefficients measured
by absorption current and SEE current methods
The SEE coefficients of alumina KP-990
insulator at room temperature measured by the

The SEE coefficients of sapphire, alumina
HA-997 (99.7% purity) and HA-92 (92% purity)
measured by SEE current method under room
temperature and high temperature are shown in
Figure 7, 8 and 9, respectively. From Figure 8 and 9,
SEE coefficients of alumina HA-997 which has
hierpitisigrtanhtofH-.
higher purity is higher than that of HA-92.
Although there was rather large scaterring of
data, it is found that the SEE coefficients of the
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samples were lower than that obtained under room
temperature condition. For alumina HA-997 and
HA-92, the SEE coefficients at room temperature
after cooling down were measured also. Since the
SEE coefficients of this sample after cooling down
were almost the same as the previous values at
room temperature, the decrease in the SEE
coefficients at 600C was not caused by the surface
modification, but by the nature of the insulators.
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_

Figure 9. SEE coefficients of alumina HA-92 at
room temperature, 600 t
and room
temperature after cooling down.
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4. Conclusions
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The measurements of SEE coefficient using
SEE current method which is adopted to avoid the

6

600oC

Figure 7. SEE coefficients of sapphire at room
current method.
14

of the samples under high temperature was
confirmed. This reduction may be caused by the
shorter mean free path of the secondary electrons
due to the larger phonon and electron scattering at
high temperature.
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The measurements of SEE coefficient were
carried out for silicon, sapphire and alumina
(HA-997, HA-92). A reduction of SEE coefficient
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Figure 8. SEE coefficients of alumina HA-997 at
,600CC and room temperature
room temperature,do
after cooling down.
Recently, there are still only few theories of the
SEE under high temperature conditions, especially
for insulator material. However according to
empirical data and references, it is considered that
the decrease of SEE coefficients when temperature
increases may be caused by phonon and electron
scattering before escaping from the surface [3,61.
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Abstract-Secondary electron emission (SEE) coefficients of alumina, sapphire, SiO2, and MgO were measured by using a SEM
with short-pulsed electron beam under room and high temperatures. An appreciable reduction In the SEE coefficients with Increasing temperature was confirmed, except for sapphire. In
addition, It was found that at room and high temperature SEE
coefficients ofallumina increased with purity and grain si7e.
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INTRODUCTION

Klystrons, the high power microwave generators, are used
for particle acceleration energy sources in a high-energy
acelerator. In the klystron, there is an fwindow which made
of an insulator. Surface flashover along the rf window
insulator is a present problem in the klystron applications for
high power use [1]-[3]. Therefore, it is necessary to
understand the surface flashover phenomena in vacuum and
thus improve transmission capability of the high power
microwave,
The surface flashover along the insulator in vacuum is
initiated by primary electrons emitted from the tripple
junction 141. Then these emitted electrons are accelerated and
multiplied due to the high secondary electron emission (SEE)
coefficients of the insulator. Multiplication of the secondary
electrons (multipactor) induces the excess surface heating,
leading to the localized surface melting [2]. Therefore, studies
on SEE characteristic under high temperature condition are
required to understand the breakdown process in the rf
window,
Many theories have been proposed to explain the SEE
phenomena [5]-[9]. However, there are still few experimental
data of SEE under high temperature condition, especially for
technical material such as alumina ceramics. This study aimFis
to observe the SEE coefficients of various kinds of coinitercial alumina ceramics under rom and high temperature conditions. Sapphire (single crystal alumina), SiO 2, and MgO
were also investigated,
II.

Movable
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EXPERIMENTAL SITUP

SEE MeasurementSystem
SEE measurements were carried out using a scanning edcctron microscope (SEM) under room and high temperature

A

Heater
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram or the SEP measurement
diii
em
S

conditions. Sample stage of the SEM was modified to enable
a sample to be heated up to 750'C [101. Schematic diagram of
the measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. Single
short-pulsed electron beam (I ms duration, 100 pA magnitude) was used as primary current to minimize surface charghag on the insulator sample. The primary current was measured using a Faraday cup installed on the heat reflector set
above the sample. The primary electron was irradiated to the
sample through a hole (about 2 mm in diameter) of the heat
reflector. Then the secondary electrons emitted from the sampie were captured by the heal reflector, which was coated
with a diamond like carbon (DLC) film in order to minimize
the SEE from the reflector surface. A positive bias voltage
(I 40 V) is applied to the reflector to ensure most of the secondary electrons were captured.
Examined Samples and Annealing Treatment
Examined samples were HA series (HA-92, HA-960,
HA-997) and KP series (KP-990, KP-999) alumina ceramics,
sapphire, Si0 2 and MgO. Properties of the samples are listed
in Table 1. HA series aluminas are developed for electrical
insulator applications in vacuum, such as an rf window in a
high energy accelerator. Alumina HA-960 is specially sintered
to make the boundary additives crystallized, which contributes to reduction in the dielectric loss tangent to be as small as
that of sapphire (single crystal alumina). KP series aluminas
have high mechanical strength and smaller grains [1l].

0-7803-8461-X/04/$20.00 ©2004 IEEE
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TABLE 1.
POTILS OF EXAMINLD SAMPIS.
Material name
Aluminw HA-92
HA-960*
HA-997
KP,990
KP-999
Sapphire
SF

10

HA-92

Purity (%)

92

96
99.7
99.5
99.9
crysial
Single cEystal
M9O
Single crystal
*Grain bountiaries are crystallized.

~~Smitel

8

size (pm)
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4

W4_
6

-

184
2-3

4

j
2

-n
_______

_

_

0

1

6

2
3
4
5
Primary Energy [keY)

10

HA-960

It is well known that ceramic materials may have trapped
charges m their vacancies. The trapped charges are not desired because they influence the secondary electron emitted
from the ceramic. Sato et. al. reported that the annealing
treatment in atmosphere at 1500'C for I hour is effective to
remove the mechanical stress of insulators which affects their
properties concerning reduction of the trapped or stored
charges in the vacancies of alumina ceramics, especially for
relative low purity alumina (about 90%) [II]. Therefore, all
of ceramic materials examined in this study were annealed in
atmosphere for I hour before measurements. Annealing ternperatures were 600°C for SiO 2 and 14001C for other samples.
Ill.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SEE Coefficients ofAlumina Ceramics
The SEE coefficients of alumina ceramics were measured
at room temperature and 700'C. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the
SEE coefficients of HA series aluminas (HA-92, HA-960,
HA-997) and KY( series aluminas (KP-990, KP-999), respectively.
Although there is scattering of data, the SEE coefficients of
the alumina ceramics at high temperature are generally lower
than those obtained under room temperature. At present, there
are still only few theories of the SEE under high temperature
condition. However it is considered that the decrease of SEE
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Fig. 2. SEE coefficients ofHA series aluminas at room tern0

pture and 700 C.

a
"

•
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coefficient of insulators at high temperature may be caused by

!

the shorter mean free path of the secondary electrons due to
the larger phornm and electron scattering in the bulk, affecting
the shorter escape depth [5]-[7]. Therefore, under high ternperature condition the secondary electrons approaching the
surface are less than those at room temperature.
Moreover, it is found that for HA series alumina ceramics,
decrease level of SEE coefficients of alumina HA-960 at high
temperature are smaller than those of HA-92 and HA-997.
This is because the alumina HA-960 is produced by a special
method, which makes the grain boundaries of the alumina
crystallized [ 12]. The crystallized boundaries of the alumina
HA-960 may affect its decrease level of SEE coefficient due
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to high temperature.

In addition, decrease of SEE coefficients of HA series aluminas at high temperature are fairly larger than those of K
series aluminas, because the production methods of the HA
and KP series aluminas are different. The production methods
may determine the properties of the alumina ceramics such as
grain size, grain boundaries, etc [ I].
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Fig. 3. SEE coefficients of KP series aluminas at room tem0
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perature and 7000C.
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Relationship between SEE Coefficient and PurityofA lumina
Dependence of the maximum SEE coefficients on the purity of various type aluminas at room temperature and 700'C
is shown in Fig. 4. The data were compiled from Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. The maximum values of SEE coefficients of the aluminas are varying from about 6.5 to about 9 at room temperatUwe, and from about 5.5 to about 7.5 at high temperature.
According to the Fig. 4, it is found that the SEE coefficients of the alumina ceramics having lower purity are
smaller than those of higher purity at both room and high
temperature conditions. It may be caused by the lower SEE
coefficients of sintering additives, such as SiC 2 , which will be
discussed in the next section, Although alumina HA-997 has
higher purity and higher values of SEE coefficients, it shows
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higher breakdown strength [ 13. The breakdown phenomena,
especially in the thermal process, are therefore strongly re-
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Purity [W]
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100

Fig. 4.Relationship betweein the maximum SEE coefficients

and purity of vaious alumina ceramics.

lated to the oxygen vacancy rather than the SEE coefficients.
Moreover, it is found that increase gradient of SEE coefficients with purity for HA series aluminas at room temperature

10
,.

W, 02

8

is slight, whereas that of KP series aluminas is steep as shown

j

by the both lines in Fig. 4. This tendency is also found for
those at high temperature. It indicates SEE coefficients of Kp
series aluminas are more sensitive to be altered with purity.
The SEE coefficients of alumina ceramics may not only be
influenced by the purity, but also by the gramin size of the alumina, because the grain size of the HA and KP series aluminas is different.
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Relationship between SEE Coefficient and the Grain Size of
Alumina
The relationship between maximum SEE coefficients and
the grain size of alumina ceramics under room and high tem-
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Fig. 5. Relationship between the maximum SEE coefficients

and grain size of various type alumina ceramics.

perature is shown in Fig. 5. It is found that the SEE coeffi-

an increase of the phonon scattering, it is considered that the

cients of the alumina ceramics increase with the grain size.
For HA series alumina, if a line is drawn from data in the figure of HA-92 at room temperature to that of HA-997, and so
for the high temperature data, it results in two exactly parallel
lines. It may indicate that the decreases of SEE coefficients of
HA-series aluminas at high temperature do not depend on
their grain size.

increase of the secondary electron creation rate at high temperature is dominated in the SEE of the sapphire.

SEE Coefficients of Sapphire(Single CrystalAlumina)
The SEE coefficients of sapphire disk with diameter of 19
mm and thickness of I nmm were measured at room temperature and 700'C. The measurement result is shown in Fig. 6. It
is found that at high temperature the SEE coefficients are
higher than those at room temperature. Since the SEE coefficients of this sample after cooling down were almost same as
the previous values at room temperature, the increase of SEE
coefficients at 70 0 'C was not caused by the surface modification, but by the nature of the insulators.
This tendency is different from measurement results for
alumina ceramics. The defect transition from F*-center to
F-center probably enhanced the secondary electron creation
because the F-center has a state near to the conduction band,
leading the easy electron emission. Although the escape depth
of secondary electrons decreased at high temperature due to

SEE Coefficients ofSingle CrystalSiO2 andMgO
SiO 2 and MgO are often used as sintering additives for
alumina ceramics [1I ]. Therefore it is necessary to measure
the SEE coefficients of the samples under room and high
temperature conditions. Single crystal SiO 2 disk with diameter of 19 mm and thickness of 1 mm was examined in this
study. The SEE coefficients of SiOý measured at room temperature and 4000 C are shown in Fig. 7.
According to the figure, the SEE coefficients of SiO 2 decrease with temperature. The decrease of the SEE coefficients
at 400'C was not caused by the surface modification, but by
the nature of the insulators because SEE coefficients of this
sample after cooling down were almost same as the previous
values at room temperature. The decrease of the SEE coefficients of SiO 2 with temperature is interpreted by the smaller
escape depth due to phonon scattering at high temperature.
Moreover it is found that values of the SEE coefficients of
SiO 2 are much smaller than those of alumina ceramics.
Measurements of SEE coefficients of single crystal MgO
disk (19 mm in diameter, 1 mm in thickness) were carried out
at room temperature and 700'C. Fig. 8 shows the SEE coeffi-
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1. Although there is scattering of data, decrease of SEE

10

coefficients of the samples with temperature was confirmed, except for sapphire. It is considered that the decrease of SEE coefficients of the insulators at high
temperature is caused by the shorter mean free path of
the secondary electrons due to the larger phonon and
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escape depth, and finally decreasing the SEE coefficients,
2. Increase of the SEE coefficients was observed for sapphire. This is probably due to the higher secondary elec-
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ABSTRACT
Electrical breakdown is one of the most serious
problems for developing compact and/or higher-voltage
Insulation In a vacuum. High secondary electron emission
(SEE) yields result In the multipactor effect (electron
multiplication on the dielectric surface). Multipactor
induces not only discharglng, but also excess surface
heating, leading to localized surface melting. Thus, SEE
at high temperature is Important for understanding the
actual breakdown process. The SEE yields of sapphire
were measured at high temperature by a single-pulsed
beam method with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) so as to avoid surface charging.
In general, the effective SEE decreases by
mutipactor due to surface charging. Since the electrical
conductivity becomes higher at a high temperature,
effective SEE can be larger due to less surface charging.
in order to estimate the surface charging, multi-pulse
beams were Injected to sapphire disks at room and high
temperature.

appears on the dielectric surface caused by excess
electron bombardment [2]. Thus, measurements of the
SEE coefficients not only at room temperature, but
also at high temperature, are required for
understanding the surface-discharge phenomena.
in this study, the SEE yields of single-crystal
alumina (sapphire) at 650 degrees C were obtained
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) by a
pulsed-beam method [3] as a function of the
incident-electron energy. In order to estiate the surface
charging, the multi-pulse procedure was also
examined.
11. EXPERIMENTAL
The SEE measurement system consists of a
scanning electron microscope (SEM), a personal
computer (PC) with a digital analog converter (DAC),
a current amplifier and an oscilloscope, as shown in
Figure 1. A tower pulse current (100 pA, I is) with a
single-pulse at a quite low charge density (3 ilm2)

1.INTRODUCTION

SEM

ITrigaer

Dielectric materials, such as alumina ceramics,
are widely used as electrical insulators in a vacuum.
The electrical breakdown on an insulator surface
restricts the minimal size of the insulators. The
discharge is well explained by the "secondary electron
emission avalanche (SEEA)" model [i]. The SEEA
model describes that the primary electrons, emitted
from the triple junction (vacuum, metal, insulator), are
multiplied due to the high secondary electron emission
(SEE) yields on the dielectric surface. When
multipactor takes place, localized surface melting
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Fig.I. SEE measurement system.
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Fig.2. Schematic drawings of the secondary electron
emission (SEE) measurements.

compared to the continuous-beam system [4] was
applied to a sapphire sample in order to avoid surface
charging. The trigger pulse for the primary current is
generated by DAC (PCI-3325,Interface Corporation)
in the PC. The intelligent DAC board can generate
arbitrary pulse sequences.
The primary current is captured at a biased
Faraday cup (+40 V) made of graphite, as shown in
Figure 2. The prinary electrons are injected to the
sample through small holes (2 mm in diameter) at the
+

111. RESULTS
111-I Secondary electron emission from sapphire at
high temperature
A sapphire disk (19 mm in diameter and I mm
thick) was annealed up to 1400 degrees C for one hour
in air in order to remove any mechanical defects

x650o c
RT after cooling down
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heat-reflectors. The emitted electrons from the sample
(secondary electrons) are captured at the biased (+40
V) heat-reflector. The heat-reflector is coated with
(diamond-like-carbon) films so as to reduce the
yields on the surface. The primary and secondary
currents are amplified by current amplifier (Keithley
Model 428). The output waveform observed at the
oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3014B) is stored in the
PC simultaneously.
3 shows the typical waveform observed at
the dielectric surface. Even though the total charge is a
maximum of 0.1 pC, it induces local charging, leading
to a decrease in SEE, Here, the SEE yield on the
dielectric surface is defined by the ratio of the
secondary-to-primary electrons at the beginning of the
pulse.
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commercial alumina ceramics [8]. These are explained
by the shorter mean-free-path of the secondary
electrons due to phonon scattering. The defect
transformation from the F-center to the F-center [9]
probably enhances the secondary-electron production
because the F-center has a state near to the conduction

band [9]. This is especially promoted at single crystal
alumina due to the predominant F-center [2). Although
the escape depth of secondary electrons decreases at a

.

Fig.5. Multi-pulse signal of "mode A" (upper) and "mode B"
(lower).
and/or localized surface charging [5]. The SEE yields
were measured at room temperature and at 650
degrees C. The results are shown in Figure 4.
Although there is rather large scattering at 650 degrees
C, the SEE yields appear to become larger at 650
degrees C than those at room temperature. Since the
SEE yields after cooling down are almost the same as
the previous room-temperature-values, the increase in
the SEE yields at 650 degrees C must not be caused by
a surface modification, but by the nature of the
sapphire sample. This tendency is different from
earlier studies for MgO [6], KCI [7] and some of

high temperature due to an increased scattering with
phonons, we assume that the excess surface heating
due to multipactor would result in higher SEE yields,
111-2 Multi-pulse
observation

method for surface charging

As described before, the SEE decreases with time
during a pulse, so that the total amounts of the SEE are
smaller than the SEE yields. Since the surface electric
conductivity becomes higher at a higher temperature,
the surface charging would be less at higher
temperatures. Thus, the effective SEE would be larger,
which enhances SEEA. In order to examine the
surface charging, a multi-pulse method was applied.
Two modes were utilized for the measurements, as

Trigger pul~sea

Trigger oulaea

Fig,6. Multi-pulse wavefo-m. (a): *rnode A" at room temperature. (b): "mode B" at 650 degrees C.
The primary currnt is 150 pA.

- 53-
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horizontal axis is the total time from the initial pulse.
It is found that the decrease in SEE with time is
smaller at a high temperature due to the less surface
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Figure 7 shows the changes in SEE with two modes
room temperature and 650 degrees C. The

charging owing to the higher electric conductivity.
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IV. SUMMARY
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SEE and the surface charging were evaluated
by SEM with the pulsed-beam method. It is found that
the SEE yields of the sapphire disks at 650 degree C
are larger than those at room temperature. Although
mean-free path of the secondary electrons
decreases due to phonon scattering, the defect
transformation from the F-center to the F-center
probably enhances the secondary-electron production.
The multi-pulse method is applied to estimate the
surface charging, It is found that the SEE decreases
more slowly at a higher temperature due to less
se
of SE i o
r eo ery
ighe
sure ch arging
charging. The recovery of SEE is observed at
high temperature in the case of increasing

,the

0
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by multi-pulse method at room
Fig.7. SEE yields obtainedtempratre
60 dereead C.surface

pulse-interval. This corresponds to a shorter
modification time-constant, which is consistent with
the higher electric conductivity. The smaller surface
charging at a high temperature results in a larger
effective SEE, leading to an enhancement of the
SEEA.
Other measurements with commercial alumina
ceramics and/or anti-multipactor coatings, such as TiN,
are under consideration. The correlation between the
surface charging and durability of the materials should
be examined.

illustrated in Figure 5.
(1) Mode A: 5 successive pulses (I ms) with the same
intervals (I ms).
(2) Mode B: 4 successive pulses (I ms) with
increasing intervals (I mns, 2 ms, 4 ms).
The surface charging might be characterized by (I)
the amounts of the charging and (2) the modification
time-constant of the charging (related to the electric
conductivity). Since the pulse interval is constant at
"mode A", a decrease in the SEE at the pulses
corresponds to a build-up of the surface charging. If
the SEE's are the same at all pulses of "mode A", the
surface charging becomes in equilibrium with a I ms
pulse. The "mode B" is suitable for estimating the
modification timeconstant because of the increasing
interval, The measurements were carried out with a
primary electron energy of I keV. Figure 6 shows the
measured pulse waveforms at room temperature with
",modeA" and at 650 degrees C with "mode B". In the
case of "mode B3"at 650 degrees C, the increase in
the SEE at the 4th pulse compared with the 3rd pulse
is observed, indicating a typical modification
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Abstract
Electrical breakdown (surface discharge) is one of the most serious problems for developing compact and/or higher voltage

insulation in a vacuum. Electron multiplication (multipactor) due to high secondary electron emission (SEE) yields from an
insulator surface is one of the reasons for the discharge. Multipactor induces not only discharging but also excess surface heating,
leading to localized surface melting. Thus, SEE at high temperature is important for understanding the actual breakdown

process. The SEE yield of single crystal alumina (sapphire) and anti-multipactor coatings, such as TiN and DLC films having
low SEE yields, are measured in a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

(0 2004 Elsevier B.V All rights reserved.
Keywords: Secondary electron emission; Sapphire; Anti-multipactor coatings

1. Introduction
Dielectric materials, such as alumina ceramics, are
widely used as electrical insulators in vacuum. The
electrical breakdown on an insulator surface restricts
the minimal size of insulators, The breakdown is often
described by the "secondary electron emission avalanche (SEEA)" model [ 11. The SEEA model consists
of(1) primary electron emission (from the interface of
the metal and the insulator, called "triple junction")

takes place, localized surface melting appcars on
the dielectric surface caused by excess electron bombardment [2]. Thus, measurements of the SEE coefficients not only at room temperature, but also at high
temperature, are required for understanding the surface-discharge phenomena.
The SEE phenomena could be analytically understood by using such models as the constant-loss model
[3,41 and/or the dynamic double layer model [5]. The
constant-loss model is as follows:

and (2) secondary electron multiplication (multipactor) on the insulator surface having high secondary
electron emission (SEE) yields. When multipactor

(1) SEE by primary electron impact.
(2) Escape of secondary electrons toward the surface
(the escape depth is related to the mean free path
of the electrons).

"Correspcoding author. Tel.:

+81 29 864 5697;

f=: +81 29 864 3182.
E-nmil address: shinichiro.michizonotkek~jp (S. Michizono).
0169-4332/$ - see front matter (ý, 2004 Elsevier BXV. All rights reserved.
doi: 10. 10l16j.apsusc.20G.05,131

Since the primary electrons can reach much deeper
than the secondary electron escape depth, the double
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layer of the charging (due to the primary electron
dose and to the secondary electron emission) is
concerned in the dynamic double layer model. In
both models, large SEE yields at the insulators are
attributed to the large escape depths of the secondary
electrons. in order to suppress multipactor, conducting
materials having shorter mean free path of electrons,

negatively biased (-40 V) holder and a positively
biased (+40 V) heat reflector capture the absorption
(lb) and secondary currents (1,), respectively. The
heat reflector was coated with DLC film in order to
minimize the SEE from the reflector itself. The total
SEE yields were calculated by:

such as TiN, are sometimes coated (so-called "anti-

SEE yield

I- = I -

-

1pr
IP,
Pulsed beams (400 pA, 4 ms, 50 Hz) were applied
to TiN, DLC samples. Averaging the signal about 10
times was carried out in order to remove the electric
noises emitted from the sample heater. A lower pulse
current (100 pA, I ms) with a single-pulse at quite low
charge density (3 pC/m2) compared to the continuous
beam system [71 was applied to a sapphire sample in
order to avoid surface charging. Even under such a
condition, surface charging took place, resulting in a
decrease in the secondary current during the pulse, as
shown in Fig. 2. Although the single-pulse method is
applied to obtain the true SEE yield of the insulator
without beam-induced-charging, larger scattering of
SEE yields is observed due to the difference in local
surface condition such as defects.

multipactor coatings"). In this study, the SEE of
anti-multipactor coatings (TiN and DLC (diamondlike-carbon) films) at 400 'C were measured with a
scanning electron rnýicroscopye (SEM) by a pulsedbeam method t6] as a function of the incident-electron
energy. The SEE yields of single crystal alumina
(sapphire) at 650 C were also obtained by the
single-beam method 16] so as to avoid surface
charging.

2. Secondary electron emission measurements
The primary current (1p,) was measured with a
Faraday cup located at either the floating sample
holder or the heat reflector, as shown in Fig. 1. A
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawings oft he secondary electron emission measurements.
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Fig. 3. SEE yields of TiN coatings at room tenperature, 400 'C
and room temperature after cooling down.

3. Results
3.1. Anti-multipactor coatings
Both TiN and DLC (diamond-like-carbon) coatings
are known for their attractive mechanical, electrical
and tribological properties [8-10]. Because TiN films
have rather low SEE yields, they can also be used for
anti-multipactor coatings 12,91. The SEE yields of the
TiN and DLC coatings on stainless steel were measured at both room temperature and 400 TC. Because
both coatings had a thickness of more than I ptm
(about 100-times larger than the electron escape depth
14]), the effects on SEE from the substrate were
negligible. The SEE yields of TiN coatings were
measured at room temperature, 400 TC and room
temperature again after cooling down, as shown in
Fig. 3. It was found that the SEE yields decreased at
400 TC. which is also interpreted by the smaller escape
depth due to phonon scattering at high temperature
[Il]. The SEE yields after cooling down did not
completely recover to the first values obtained at room
temperature, because the oxide layer, having higher
SEE yields, was thinned after high-temperature
annealing in a vacuum (10]. Hence, the values
obtained after the cooling step should be considered
as the true yields. Measurements were also carried out
on DLC coatings at room temperature and 400 °C. The
SEE yields become again lower at 400 C, as shown in

Fig. 4, which might be referred to the same reason as
that for the T`N samples. After cooling down, the SEE
yields were lower than those of the first measurements
at room temperature, too.
The SEE yields of amorphous carbon strongly
depend on the bonding, dopants and the hydrogen
termination [ 12-151. It is further reported that heating
of hydrogenated DLC results in the removal of the
2
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Fig. 4. SEE yields of DLC coatings at room temperature. 400 'C

and room temperature after cooling down.
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that the excess surface heating due to multipactor
would result in higher SEE yields.
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4. Summary
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The SEE yields at high temperature were measured
the TiN, DLC and sapphire. The yields become
lower at higher temperature, except for sapphire. This
can be explained by a decrease in the escape depth due

1

Fig. 5. SEE yields of sapphire disk at room temperature, 650 'C

to electron-phonon scattering. An increase of the SEE
yields was observed on the sapphire disk. This is
probably due to the higher secondary electron creation
caused by the transformation of the oxide defects. This
tendency is not desirable for vacuum insulation
because of the multipactor enhancement due to electron-impact heating. Anti-multipactor coatings, such
as TiN, are effective from the viewpoints of a decrease

and room temperature after cooling down.

in the SEE yields at high temperature.

hydrogen, which starts at around 400 'C 18J. This
structure change would also explain the lower value
after cooling down.

Further studies of the SEE measurement at high
temperature are necessary, especially for cormercial
alumina ceramics with TiN coatings. Since the surface
charging plays important roles for total SEE from a
insulator surface. surface charging should be measured at high temperature in order to examine its
influence on SEE yields.
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3.2. Sapphire
A sapphire disk (19 mm in diameter and I mm
thick) was annealed up to 1400 TC for one hour in
air in order to remove any mechanical defects and
localized surface charging [16]. The SEE yields were
measured at room temperature and at 650 "C. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. Although there is rather
large scattering at 650 TC, the SEE yields appears to
become larger at 650 oC than those at room tempera-

lure. Since the SEE yields after cooling down are
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